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CHAIRMAN PTI VISITS KARACHI CHAMBER

TALK
OF THE
MONTH
Dear Members,
It is indeed a great pleasure to interact with you
every month through this esteemed publication and
keep you updated about various happenings at the
Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry. But
before doing so, I would like brief you about a
particular decision taken by Karachi Chamber. We
have decided not to submit KCCI’s Federal Budget
Proposals this year in order to protest the policies
of the government which, instead of incentivizing,
are actually penalizing the business and industrial
community of Karachi only.
As part of our routine practice, we submit budget
proposals to the federal government every year and
there was a time when the policymakers in
Islamabad paid special attention to our proposals
and held consultation sessions with us to discuss
our proposals which usually resulted in finalizing a
much better Budget Document as per aspiration of
the business and industrial community but,
unfortunately, this was not happening any more.
It is a matter of grave concern that our budget
proposals were totally ignored in the last four
budgets and instead of facilitating the business and
industrial community, the government continued to
grant massive discretionary powers to FBR officers
who have been using these powers to twist arms,
squeeze and harass the existing taxpayers with a
single intention to attain personal benefit, which is
the basic reason why Pakistan’s tax base and
revenue collection remain limited.
Our decision to abstain from submitting Federal
Budget Proposals was formally notified to the
honorable Prime Minister Mian Muhammad Nawaz
Sharif, Federal Finance Minister Ishaq Dar,
Secretary Finance Dr. Waqar Masood Khan and
Chairman FBR on January 5, 2017. It is really
disappointing for us that more than 25 days have
passed so far since we wrote the said letter but
nobody either from PM’s House or from the
Ministry of Finance or from FBR bothered to reply
or approached us, which actually explains the zero
attention being given by the Federal government to
KCCI.
In our letter to Prime Minister, we requested the
Prime Minister to withdraw all the discretionary
powers given to FBR in the last four budgets which
have proven to be counterproductive and tools to
harass the Business & Industrial Community. We
said that during the last four budgets, KCCI
Proposals have been totally ignored and we were
never taken on board prior to finalizing these
Budget documents. On the contrary, massive
discretionary powers were entrusted to corrupt FBR
officials who used these powers to further twist
arms and squeeze the existing registered taxpayers.
Therefore, under protest we have decided not to
submit Budget Proposals this year.

Imran Khan assures to reduce tax rates if elected
“There are politicians who do not like us because we ask pinching
questions. Our top rulers want ‘yes’ leadership of the business
community that does not raise questions at all”, Siraj Teli
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman
Imran Khan has said that the political elite
does not want tax reforms in the country,
otherwise, they will have to declare their
wealth and pay taxes.
Speaking at a meeting during his visit to the
Karachi Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, PTI Chairman added, “If our party
comes to power, it will reduce tax rates in
order to increase its collection. Tax
collection is a big problem in Pakistan
because people do not trust institutions,”
said Khan, who was visiting the KCCI for the
first time since general elections in 2013.
Chairman Businessmen Group and Former
President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, Vice
Chairmen BMG Tahir Khaliq, Zubair
Motiwala and Haroon Farooki, President
KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice
President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President
Muhammad Younus Soomro, Former
Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil and Younus
Muhammad Bashir, Managing Committee
members and a huge number of KCCI
members attended the meeting whereas
MNA Arif Alvi, Asad Umer and Imran Ismail
also accompanied PTI Chairman during his
visit to KCCI.
Imran Khan said that Pakistan was unable to
receive the desired foreign direct investment
(FDI) because foreign investors believed
their capital was not safe due to prevalent
corruption in the country.
“Credible research shows that those
countries that have high levels of corruption
receive low FDI. Similarly, in case of
Pakistan, corruption is a big hurdle in the
way of attracting FDI,” he stressed.
“People in power should lead by example
like we see in western democracies.
However, it is unfortunate that the
government is using the FBR to victimize
business people and politicians who speak
against them,” Khan added.
He said that Protection of Economic Reform
Act 1992 was framed to open window for
money laundering and tax evasion.
“Following the introduction of this act, the

We requested Prime Minister to consider the
hardships being faced by the Business and
Industrial Community due to widespread corruption
and arm-twisting tactics by FBR which have to be
tackled
by
completely
withdrawing
the
discretionary powers so that an enabling Business
and Industrial environment could be ensured for
the progress and prosperity of Pakistan. This is the
only way forward to enhance the revenue collection
by attracting new taxpayers into the net.
Although we haven’t received any response so far
but as an optimistic person, I hope that the federal
Continue To page 30
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money was invested in offshore companies”,
he opined, adding that the law also increased
the incidences of corruption, which was deep
rooted at present.
The PTI chief said that the business
community is afraid of raising voice against
government
policies.
“The
business
community is vulnerable against the power.
They are afraid of notices from the Federal
Board of Revenue (FBR) in case of raising
voice against government policies,” Imran
added.
The political leadership should focus on GDP
growth and welfare of the people, the PTI
chief said, adding that a businessman in
power would only be a successful leader
once he dedicates his efforts for the welfare
of society.

He informed the business community that
his party had opposed Gas Infrastructure
Development Cess (GIDC). He, however,
said
his
party
supported
the
recommendations of the Tax Reform
Commission, which was constituted by
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar.
“Surprisingly, those who constituted the
TRC
are
not
implementing
the
recommendations of this important
commission,” he added.
Chairman Businessmen Group & Former
President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, in his
remarks, stated that Ishaq Dar did not come
to the Karachi Chamber because
businessmen would ask questions.
“There are politicians who do not like us
because we ask pinching questions. Our top
rulers want ‘yes’ leadership of the business
community that does not raise questions at
all”, he added.
Siraj Teli urged Imran Khan and his party
representatives to speak more about
economic issues in the country.

Corruption has hampered investment in the
country, he said, adding that the prime
minister had recently visited many countries
to attract investment into the country.
Talking about lower revenue collection, he
said, the people would only pay tax when
they trust the leadership and governance.
Speaking on the occasion, PTI MNA Asad
Umar commented that unless the Federal
Board of Revenue (FBR) machinery was
overhauled, tax reforms could not be brought
in Pakistan.
“Finance Minister Ishaq Dar thinks everything
is fine with the economy as far as the FBR is
collecting the desired amount in taxes. Much
of our economic issues, including a fast
decline in exports, are due to the policies of
our finance minister, who has throttled the
economic growth,” he added.

He said that the general tax amnesty should
only be introduced by imposing high tax
rate for whitening black money and on
condition that people who parked money
abroad should bring it back to Pakistan.
Earlier, KCCI President Shamim Ahmed
Firpo, while welcoming Chairman PTI, asked
Imran Khan to bring his party’s vision on
Pakistan’s economy. “Tell us about your
strategy and program on Pakistan’s
declining exports?” he asked.
Criticizing the federal government’s
approach, Firpo said the government
thought that Lahore was Pakistan, perhaps
that was why its ministers did not bother to
visit Karachi or other cities.
He said that Pakistan is the biggest
producer of cotton, but its exports are
deteriorating. Bangladesh, which does not
produce cotton, has substantial export
growth, he added.
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No change in policy on Karachi: COAS
Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa has reiterated that the efforts to consolidate the
budding peace process in Karachi would continue unabated.
The Army Chief lauded the operations by Rangers with LEAs, which have restored normalcy in Karachi,
significantly reducing terrorism, target killing and kidnapping for ransom.
The COAS said that the army as a state institution would continue to give full support to all government
institutions involved in the Karachi Operation, particularly the Sindh police and civil administration.
The Army Chief, who arrived in Karachi recently, laid a floral wreath at Yadgar-e-Shuhada and offered
fateha for the martyrs. The COAS was given a detailed briefing at Corps and Rangers Headquarters.
During his interaction with soldiers and officers, the COAS appreciated their courage and resolved to rid
the city of the terrorists and criminals.
The Army Chief paid tribute to the people of Karachi for their support to the security forces.
The business community of Karachi also interacted with the army chief during a meeting at Corps HQ in
which the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) was represented by its President
Shamim Ahmed Firpo who warmly welcomed the gestures shown by the Army Chief in dealing with
criminal activities and ensuring peace all over Karachi.
The Army Chief assured that businesses and investment in Karachi would continue to benefit from the
improving law and order situation and should, in turn, ensure national and social obligations.
Earlier, on arrival in Karachi, the army chief was received by Lieutenant General Shahid Baig Mirza,
Commander 5 Corps.

the betterment of Karachi and always vocally
opposed those who failed to do anything for this
city", Siraj Teli said, "Even in the past, the
coalition government of PPP, MQM and ANP
kept enjoying massive powers and they also had
sufficient funds but none of them bothered to
undertake development work in Karachi. At that
point in time, the law and order situation was
also very bad and KCCI kept raising its voice by
accusing all three political parties for rising
lawlessness, which resulted in upsetting all of
them. Although none of these parties were
willing to take steps to improve law and order
situation but somehow whether willingly or
unwillingly, all of them mutually agreed to
initiate Karachi Operation in 2013 which yielded
positive results as criminal activities nowadays
have reduced by around 70 to 80 percent except
for street crimes.

RESOLVING ISSUES OF KARACHI

Mayor agrees to form
KMC-KCCI Liaison Committee
In response to Karachi Chamber's suggestion,
Mayor Karachi Metropolitan Corporation (KMC)
Waseem Akhtar agreed to form a liaison
committee between KMC and KCCI to look into
the civic issues of Karachi and accordingly give
recommendations for resolving the same on
priority basis.

Referring to concerns expressed by meeting
participants over the notices received for
payment of exorbitant taxes of the last 7 to 8
years retrospectively, he assured to look into
this matter and come up with a feasible solution
by holding consultation with concerned
stakeholders.

Speaking at a meeting
during his visit to
Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
(KCCI), Waseem Akhtar
nominated
Deputy
Mayor KMC Dr. Arshad
Vohra as focal person
for KMC-KCCI Liaison
Committee whereas at
least four to five
representatives
from
Karachi Chamber will
also be part of the said committee.

Seeking Karachi Chamber's support to resolve
the civic issues of Karachi, Mayor KMC
presented a document carrying numerous
proposals on how KCCI and KMC can work
together to improve the poor standard of living
in Karachi. "We don't need funds from the
business community but we want you people to
come forward and support us by owning some
of KMC's assets including schools, parks,
hospitals and dispensaries etc.", he added.

Chairman Businessmen Group & Former
President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, Deputy Mayor
KMC Dr. Arshad Vohra, President KCCI Shamim
Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice President KCCI Asif
Nisar, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus
Soomro, Former Presidents KCCI AQ Khalil and
Younus Muhammad Bashir, Chairman Special
Committee for Small Traders Majeed Memon
and KCCI Managing Committee members were
present on the occasion.
Mayor KMC Waseem Akhtar admitted that they
made many mistakes in the past but instead of
arguing further and blaming each other for these
mistakes, it's high time to look forward and
work sincerely for the betterment of Karachi.

Similarly, all political parties, nowadays, were
once again responsible for creating issues
pertaining to local government and it seems that
nobody was willing to surrender their powers or
work together but the fact remains that it is the
Karachiites who continue to suffer badly due to
such an attitude.
He pointed out that escalated bills and notices
pertaining to demand for taxes were only being
sent to further loot the citizens who were already
being harassed and looted at the federal level by
FBR and at the provincial level by SRB and now
the local government has also started doing the
same.

Chairman Businessmen
Group
&
Former
President KCCI Siraj
Kassam Teli, in his
remarks, said that it was
really unfortunate that all
political parties of Sindh
including PPP, MQM,
ANP or any other party
do not bother to look
beyond
their
party
matters, which was the
basic
reason
why
Karachi city continues to suffer. "We, at KCCI,
only supported those politicians who strived for

The local government, obviously, requires funds
to initiate development work but the system
being used to enhance revenue by imposing
exorbitant taxes was faulty which has to be
rectified, he advised.
He said that FBR, SRB and local government
should levy taxes but a system should be
devised to avoid dual taxation. Secondly, at least
60 to 70 percent of the taxes should be used in

He was of the view that city governments
around the world are most powerful but
unfortunately in case of Karachi, the city
government is very weak due to lack of powers.
"We delivered in the past when city government
had powers and we once again demand these
powers, particularly the administrative and
financial powers otherwise we will not be able to
deliver", he added.
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development and be visible on the ground which
would surely provide huge relief to Karachiites
but unfortunately, it was not happening at all.
He further advised the Mayor to start off from
petty development projects, particularly road
patch work, which if done would provide huge
relief to the citizens who suffer daily on the
streets of Karachi.
"The existing staff, limited funds and other
available resources should be utilized on patch
work. We expect from MQM, which is a major
political party of Karachi, to deliver within the
limited powers and resources which would
surely help in regaining the confidence of
business and industrial community.
He demanded a clear-cut commitment from the
Mayor that whatever development work was
under his control despite limited powers, should
be visible from the very next day.
Earlier President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo,
while welcoming the Mayor, said that
Karachiites and the business & industrial
community expects a lot from the Mayor within
a very limited time of just a year as Election will
be held in 2018 which will decide the fate of
political
parties,
depending
on
their
performance.
He said that the entire attention of federal
government remains confined to the province of
Punjab, particularly Lahore whereas Karachi city,
which contributes a huge sum of more than 65
percent revenue to the national exchequer, was
constantly being ignored, resulting in
intensifying the hardships for Karachiites who
continue to suffer badly on the streets every day.
Shamim Firpo also demanded strict action
against corrupt officers to City government who
have been sending notices to pay numerous
taxes and harassing the small traders with a
single intention to only seek bribe and nothing
was being submitted to the local government's
kitty.
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PM unveils Rs180 billion
package to boost exports
Says package will enhance exports by
$.2.5 to $3b by June 2019
Duty abolished on garments, textile, fabric, sports goods, leather, footwear, carpets
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif recently unveiled a
“Trade Enhancement Initiative” worth Rs180 billion to
shore up country's declining exports.
"The package will strengthen the country's economy
as exports will increase. The package will help in
ending poverty, illiteracy and backwardness and
generating employment opportunities in the country,"
the prime minister said while addressing a function
after holding a meeting with his economic team and
representatives of exporters.
Under the package, duty drawback for garments
would be 7 percent, textile made-ups 6 percent,
processed fabric 5 percent, yarn and grey fabric 4
percent, sports goods, leather and footwear 7 percent
and carpets and tents 5 percent. Similarly, the
government abolished import duty on cotton and also
abolished customs duty on man-made fibre other than
polyester and sales tax on import of textile machinery
has also been eliminated.
Later, briefing the media about the package,
Commerce Minister Khurram Dastgir said that the
scheme would continue for 18 months starting from
January 2017 to June 2018. "There will be no
condition on getting duty drawback in the first six
months (January to June) under the scheme.
However, exporters will have to record 10 percent
growth in exports during the next fiscal year 2017-18
as compared to the ongoing financial year," he said.
He said that the government has offered a historic
package to enhance the exports, which would cost
Rs180 billion. The minister said that the package
would generate employment opportunities and revive
sick factories in the country. He said that the package
would enhance the country's exports by $2.5 to $3
billion by the end of June 2019. “Prior to the
incentives package, the government had already
reduced power tariff for industries from Rs15/16 per
unit to Rs11 per unit. Similarly, the government was
providing uninterrupted power supply to the industries
in the country,” he added.
The minister said that the government had already
given zero-rated facility to five export sectors in the
budget. “The government would give the duty
drawback facility through the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP).”
Addressing the function, the prime minister criticized
previous governments for not taking steps for the

development of the country. He said that the country's
economy was currently stable and continue to rise due
to the hard work of the economic team of the
government as the country was on the ebb of default in
2013.
Talking about the power situation, PM Nawaz said that
the government would add 10,000 megawatt electricity
to the national grid by 2018 which would help resolve
the power crisis. “The government would not only
eliminate power load shedding but also reduce the
tariff,” he said adding that the government was
releasing funds for production cheap electricity as
Rs110 billion had already been allocated for the
acquisition of land for Diamer-Bhasha Dam. “Dozens of
power plants are being installed under the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor project and many others
are being financed by the government.”
The prime minister said that Pakistan Railways was also
being revamped and upgraded with an investment of $8
billion dollar. He said that the improvement plan
envisages doubling the speed and halving the distance
between Karachi and Peshawar. The prime minister said
that a network of roads, highways and motorways was
being laid at a cost of Rs1 trillion integrating different
regions of the country.
Sharing economic achievements, the prime minister
said that the government had reduced the budget deficit
to 4.6 percent of the GDP, bridged inflation and stock
exchange index was on record high.
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar said that the government
had already taken several measures in the budget for
enhancing exports that included zero-rated for five
export sectors and clearing tax refunds of the
exporters. He said that the government had also
reduced the power tariffs and announced a package for
the agriculture sector.
He said that the exporters should enhance the country's
exports to 10 percent of the GDP (around $32 billion) to
find a place among the emerging markets.
It is pertinent to mention here that the country’s exports
were in decline despite of getting a GDP-plus status
from the European Union in January 2014. Latest
figures of Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) showed
that the country's exports recorded at $9.9 billion
during the first half (July-December) of the year 201617 against $10.3 billion of the same period of the
previous year showing a decline of 3.82 percent.

Asad Umer praises KCCI’s
Research & Development reports
Terms R&D Report on
Pakistan’s debt position ‘a
very high quality document’
Prominent leader of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf MNA Asad Umar,
while praising KCCI’s Research & Development Department’s
Reports, categorically appreciated a report titled “Fledgling
Economy, Rising Debt; More of IMF Ahead”.
Asad Umar, who recently visited KCCI along with Chairman PTI
Imran Khan, MNA Arif Alvi and MNA Imran Ismail, said that
although he has been visiting KCCI since last 25 years but has
never witnessed such a high quality research report which was
presented to him at the meeting.
Flourishing the research report high in his hand at the podium,
Asad Umar declared that as the report comprehensively covers
Pakistan’s current economic and debt situation, he will not
argue further on the country’s economic problems. Those
present at the event should go through the research report to
get an accurate picture of the economy, he added.
The report praised by Asad Umer analyzes the overall debt
situation of Pakistan with a particular focus on evaluating the
chances of being able to rein in the unabated rise of national
debt, or otherwise going for another IMF loan under prevailing
and anticipated economic conditions.
Asad Umar’s commendation of the KCCI Research report is
indeed a major success of KCCI’s Research Department which
is successfully being led by Director R&D Dept. Ms. Uzma
Taslim who has been striving very hard and usually goes extra
mile to produce such high quality reports under dynamic and
visionary leadership of Businessmen Group.
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OGRA, NEPRA among ve
regulators placed under
command of ministries
ISLAMABAD: Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority
(OGRA) and National Electric Power Regulatory
Authority (NEPRA) are among five regulators which
have been placed under command of ministries by the
federal government.
Cabinet Division issued notification regarding these
amendments after formal approval of premier.
Through the said notification, National Electric Power
Regulatory Authority (NEPRA) has been brought under
the administrative control of Water & Power Division.
Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) has been
placed under the administrative control of Information
Technology and Telecom Division. Frequency
Allocation Board (FAB) will resume its functions under
the administrative control of Information Technology
and Telecom Division. Prime Minister has transferred
administrative control of Oil & Gas Regulatory
Authority (OGRA) from Cabinet Division to Petroleum
& Natural Resources Division. Similarly, Public
Procurement Regulatory Authority (PPRA) would now
be functional under administrative control of Finance
Division.

Amendments have been made in Rules of Business,
1973 to place above mentioned regulators under the
said ministries.
According to media reports, the step has been taken to
take decisions of own choice. Placing of regulators
under administrative control of the ministries without
formal consent of provinces is unconstitutional.
All provinces and World Bank have opposed this
decision. Going one step forward, World Bank had
warned the government of halting loans if any such
decision was made.
It has also been learnt that legal departments of
NEPRA, OGRA and PTA have declared federal
government’s decision against law. Both departments
of power sector have opposed this decision of federal
government.
Continuous changes in decisions by the federal
government and NEPRA in annual power tariff
including solar and coal tariff, Nandipur power project
and LNG’s projects are reason behind these
amendments.

A high-level officer, who is well aware of changes made in NEPRA act 1997, told that
now power regulators are bound to follow guidelines of the federal government without
any excuse.
Another officer told that NEPRA has opposed government’s high-handedness in past ten
years including over receipts of losses and non-payments of bills. Likewise, OGRA has
also opposed several federal government’s decision in past.
Federal government wanted to merge ministries for power and petroleum into single
ministry. Federal government had proposed this integration in annual plan of 2015-16.

Pakistan in talks with Iran to
renegotiate IP project GSPA
Pakistan is in contact with Iran to renegotiate gas rates signed under the multi-billion dollar gas
pipeline deal as the new price would improve chances to complete the long delayed project in the
extended period, Shahid Khaqan Abbasi said recently.
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, Minister for Petroleum and Natural Resources, told the upper house that
the government has requested Iranian authorities to bring changes in the gas sale and purchase
agreement (GSPA). The price of natural gas, under GSPA, was agreed at $12 per million metric
British thermal unit (MMBtu), if crude oil price stood at $100/bbl in the international market.
The Iranian authorities had already agreed to negotiate amendment in the GSPA with some other
amendments, which are awaited.
“The government is eager to implement the Iran-Pakistan (IP) gas pipeline project and a draft
amendment had been shared with Iran,” the minister, in a written reply, said at the Senate. A
revised timeline for completion of the project would be decided mutually in the forthcoming
meetings between Pakistan and Iran and the details would be sorted out by the Experts Group,
which would meet to discuss and decide on all outstanding matters.
The government in 2014 shaved the project after the country failed to secure fund to build its
section of the pipeline due to a lack of interest from financial institutions, international oil and gas
companies on the US opposition of the Iran-Pakistan pipeline project, following sanctions
imposed on Tehran.
The Iranian side of the $7.5bn project is almost complete, but Pakistan has been running into
repeated problems paying for the 780 kilometres (485 miles) section to be built on its side of the
border.
However, 2015 deal over Iran's nuclear program with the western powers rekindled the hope of
project completion. The government has planned to build a pipeline in the coastal city of Gwadar,
which is the main part of Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline project and will later be extended to
Nawabshah in Sindh.

FBR stops
zero-rating
sales tax of
nine textile
units

The minister informed that the President Mamnoon Hussain, during his March 2016 visit to of Tehran
discussed the project with the Iranian authorities.
“It was (then) agreed by both sides to revive discussions on the project in the wake of the removal of
international sanctions on Iran,” he added. Pursuant to the meeting, the Iranian side has invited
Pakistan for another meeting.
“A Pakistani delegation is expected to visit Iran shortly, for which necessary approval has been
sought from the competent authority,” Abbasi said.
Abbasi said that an allocation of Rs25 billion has been made in the budget 2016-17 under the head
GIDC for utilisation in connection with gas infrastructure development, which includes Iran-Pakistan
Gas Pipeline Project.
The minister said that exploration and production companies were required to deposit social welfare
fund in the joint account with the Deputy Commissioner in the concerned district.

Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has stopped facility of sales tax zero-rating on consumption of natural gas given to nine
textile units.
In a notification issued, the FBR said that the facility had been stopped on the recommendations of Regional Tax Office (RTO)
Karachi on detection of misuse.
The FBR stopped the facility of zero rating to the companies included: Unity Textile Industries (Pvt) Limited; Noor Garments;
Parsons Industries (Pvt) Limited; Textile Instinkt; Amir Industries; Zohra Spinning Weaving Mills (SMC-Pvt) Ltd; Sterling
Creations (Pvt) Limited; Summit Weaving; and A A Lalani & Co.
The FBR directed the chief commissioner, RTO Karachi to coordinate with SSGCL authorities regarding implementation of normal rate. The FBR also
directed the RTO to submit report in respect of action take or recovery made, if any, for misuse of the facility.
Earlier, on arrival in Karachi, the army chief was received by Lieutenant General Shahid Baig Mirza, Commander 5 Corps.
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KCCI not to submit Budget Proposals
this year under protest
Keeping in view the massive discretionary powers
given to FBR in the last four budget, the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) has
decided not to submit Budget Proposals to the federal
government this year.
In a letter issued to Prime Minister, President KCCI
Shamim Ahmed Firpo has requested Mian Muhammad
Nawaz Sharif to withdraw all discretionary powers
given to FBR in the last four budgets which have
proven to be counterproductive and tools to harass the
Business & Industrial Community and has increased
manifolds in corruption.
He said that Karachi Chamber, being the largest
chamber of the country and representing the Business
& Industrial Community of Karachi whose participation
in the economy/revenue of Pakistan is exceptional and
undeniable, would like inform that KCCI has been
submitting Budget Proposals every year, which
received due consideration in the past. At that point in
time, the decision makers, upon receiving our
Proposals, meticulously discussed the same with KCCI
and accordingly finalized budget document which was
not only in the national interest but also as per
aspirations of Business and Industrial Community.
“However, this was not the case anymore as our Budget
Proposals submitted during the last four budgets have

been totally ignored and we were never taken on board
prior to finalizing these Budget documents on the
contrary massive discretionary powers were entrusted
to corrupt FBR officials who used these powers to
further twist arms and squeeze the existing registered
taxpayers which is the basic reason why the overall tax
base remains limited between 800,000 to 900,000
Income Taxpayers, and also the number of registered
Sales Tax payers remains similar, Shamim Firpo said,
adding that therefore, they have decided not to submit
Budget Proposals this year under protest.
He was of the view that although Finance Minister Ishaq
Dar was doing a great job but somehow FBR Officials
have been successful in acquiring these discretionary
powers through the Finance Bill and even blocking the
recommendations of Tariff Reform Commission (TRC)
on the subject matter.
He said, “We at Karachi Chamber, once again request
Your Excellency to consider the hardships being faced
by the Business and Industrial Community due to
widespread corruption and arm-twisting tactics by FBR
which has to be tackled by completely withdrawing the
discretionary powers so that an enabling Business and
Industrial environment could be ensured for the
progress and prosperity of Pakistan. This is the only
way forward to enhance the revenue collection by
attracting new taxpayers into the net.”

According to the letter, these discretionary powers are as follows:
SALES TAX ACT 1990: (1) Section 37, Sub Section (3); (2) Section 37A; (3) Section
37B; (4) Section 51; (5) Section3 (SubSection–7); & (6) Section–3 (Sales Tax Scheme
Chapter-II of Sales Tax Special procedure 2007).
INCOME TAX: (1) Powers to Enter and Search U/S 175(1) & (2); & (2) Powers to
Obtain Information under Section 176 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001
FEDERAL EXCISE DUTY: FED under Federal Excise Act 2005, which causes dual and
exorbitant taxations, has also proved to be very detrimental for numerous businesses
so such FED should be immediately phased out or drastically reduced after
consultation with concerned stakeholders.

PM, Swiss president for expanding
economic ties
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Switzerland’s President Doris Leuthard
stressed the need for exploring new avenues of cooperation and
strengthening bilateral relations.
The two leaders made these observations during a meeting on the
sidelines of the World Economic Forum’s annual meeting in Davos
recently.
The prime minister informed the Swiss president that Pakistan deeply
valued its relations with Switzerland and looked forward to enhancing
bilateral partnership in diverse areas.
Terming Switzerland a friend and an important trade and investment
partner of Pakistan, he lauded the country’s objective, non-discriminatory
and criteria-based approach on the issue of Nuclear Suppliers Group
(NSG) membership.
“We hope that as part of the NSG troika, Switzerland would continue to
maintain this principled stand, especially when it takes over the chair of
the group later this year,” the prime minister said.

The Swiss president said her county’s stance on the issue of NSG was nondiscriminatory and based on principles. Prime Minister Sharif said Pakistan
wanted peaceful and amicable resolution of all outstanding issues with India.

He praised efforts of the Swiss-Asian Chamber of Commerce, Swiss Global
Enterprise (SGE) and Swiss Business Council (SBC) for introducing Pakistan
to the country’s business houses, especially small and medium enterprises.
He also thanked the Swiss government for offering postgraduate
scholarships to students from Pakistan at various public universities. The
Swiss president said that despite challenges faced by Pakistan, her
government was happy to see fast progress made by the country in economy.
She said Swiss companies were willing to work in Pakistan and her
government was also willing to join hydroelectric power projects.
Switzerland currently ranks fifth in terms of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
in Pakistan. It has traditionally run a trade surplus with Pakistan and has been
one of the country’s biggest direct investors for several years.
Many Swiss companies operate in Pakistan, some with their own production
sites. These firms are mainly based in Karachi and employ around 12,000
people.

12 energy projects under CPEC to be completed by 2017-18
The National Assembly Standing Committee
on Planning, Development and Reform
informed that 12 early-harvest energy
generation projects under the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would
be completed by 2017-18.
The committee, chaired by Abdul Majeed
Khanan Khalil, was informed that these
energy projects would produce 5,000MW of
electricity and help overcome the power
demand-and-supply gap in the country.
While briefing the meeting, Ministry of
Planning, Development and Reform
Secretary Yousuf Naseem Khokhar said that
the multi-billion dollar deal comprised of
three terms; short, medium and long-term.
The short-term or early-harvest projects are
mostly related to energy, based on coal,

solar and wind and would be completed
by2017-18, said Khokhar.
The medium-term projects under CPEC
would be completed by 2025, whereas the
long-term projects would be completed by
the year 2030, said the secretary, adding
that development work on all the projects
was gaining momentum each day.
He said that different committees
comprising members of parliament and
Senate were closely monitoring the
performance and possible outcomes of the
projects.
The Chinese government was also taken
into confidence to include the DiamerBhasha Dam projects in the CPEC, which
would enhance water storage capacity of the
country, said the planning ministry
secretary.
He informed that the land acquisition
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process was completed by spending Rs101
billion and the project would be completed
within a span of 8 to 10 years, which would
also help increase the life span of Mangla
and Tarbela dams.
Giving an update on CPEC projects, the
official said that feasibility study for MatiariLahore and Matiari-Faisalabad installation of
transmission lines was completed and land
acquisition process was in progress. While,
upgrade of KKH and Havelian-Thakot phase
2 was also in progress.
He apprised the committee that new
projects recommended by the provinces
were also included in CPEC, adding that
China has assured that construction work
for Gwadar Expressway would be started by
the second quarter of the current financial
year.
The Gwadar Smart City Plane would also be
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finalised by the end of the current year, whereas industrial
cooperation group had also been formed to promote
Chinese investment for economic growth, said
Khokhar.

Pictorial Highlights
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, who
led a delegation of Karachi Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (KCCI), exchanging
views with Consul General of Thailand in
Karachi, Suwat Kaew Sook on forthcoming
14th My Karachi Exhibition in order to seek
Thai companies’ participation in the event.
Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice
President KCCI Muhammad Younus
Soomro, former President KCCI Muhammad
Haroon Agar, Trade Advisor of Thai
Consulate Arif Suleman, Consul Thai Kart
Meckriengkrai, Chairman, Special
Committee for My Karachi Muhammad
Idrees and Commercial Officer Thai Mubeen
Ansari are also present at the meeting.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce
and Industry Shamim Ahmed Firpo
presenting Awards to the Winners at the
Final of 54th Future National Badminton
Championship 2017 at National Coaching
Center, Karachi.
Former Vice President KCCI Nasir
Mehmood, Chairman Organising Committee
Faisal Khalil, Rehan Hanif CEO Future,
Ahmed Azeem, Naveed Pirani and others
are also seen in the picture.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce
& Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo
presenting KCCI’s crest to President
Pakistan South Africa Business Forum
(PSABF), South Africa Muhammad Rafiq
Dawood Memon, who led a delegation
during its visit to KCCI. Senior Vice
President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President
KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro and
others are also present at the picture.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce
& Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo
presenting KCCI’s crest to Chairman
Travel Agents Association of Pakistan
Muhammad Naeem Sharif, who led a
delegation during its visit to KCCI. Senior
Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice
President KCCI Muhammad Younus
Soomro and others are also present at the
picture.
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Pictorial Highlights
President Karachi Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo
presenting KCCI’s crest to President Junior
Chamber International Amanullah Qasim,
who led a delegation during its visit to
KCCI. Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar,
Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus
Soomro and others are also present at the
picture.

Senior Vice President Karachi Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (KCCI) Asif Nisar
presenting KCCI’s crest to Ambassador of
the European Union (EU) to Pakistan
Jean-François CAUTAIN during his visit to
KCCI. Vice President KCCI Muhammad
Younus Soomro, former President Majyd
Aziz and others are also present at the
picture.

President of the Karachi Chamber
of Commerce and Industry
Shamim Ahmed Firpo attended
All Pakistan Chambers'
Presidents' Conference held in
Bhurban which was hosted by
Rawalpindi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry.

President Karachi Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (KCCI) Shamim
Ahmed Firpo presenting KCCI’s crest
to President Pakistan WheelChair
Cricket Association (PWCA), who led
a delegation during its visit to KCCI.
Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar,
Vice President KCCI Muhammad
Younus Soomro and others are also
present on the occasion.
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Fledgling Economy, Rising Debt; More of IMF Ahead??
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Source: KCCI Research, SBP

Markup on Debt Vs Development Expenditures

CPEC Is An Investment Or A Debt?

1,350

CPEC is marketed by the government as a game
changer for the Pakistan’s economy. CPEC is a $
51.5Bn project under which all the projects are to be
financed by Chinese banks to Chinese investors in
Pakistan. Out of $51Bn, $ 10.6Bn is allocated for
infrastructure development which would be financed by
Govt. to Govt. loan arrangements on the basis of 1.6%
interest p.a. payable in 25 years. These infrastructure
developments would add additional $ 10.6Bn into the
national debt. Moreover, electricity generation projects
valuing about $ 35Bn would be financed at 4.95%
interest p.a. (Libor 0.5% + spread of 4.50%) along with
guaranteed rate of return on equity varying from 27%
to 30.65%, all repayable in dollars. Although the debt
burden would increase further under the CPEC project,

1,150

16

28,057

Amount in PKR

101,777

20,000

40,000

90,668

This money that has to be paid back to the lenders with
additional cost of mark-up. If so, has this debt been
effectively utilized in projects which would enhance the
capability of the country to repay this debt or as before,
it would simply be passed on to general public and
registered businesses later in the form of tax hikes,
further discouraging any potential business startups or
expansions in Pakistan. The question still remains, will
govt. be able to hold on to its claims of not needing
support of IMF in future!!

77,653

60,000

85,059

$ 1.0Bn 5-year Sukuk Islamic Bond issued in
Nov’14 is maturing in Nov’19.

80,000
25,171

Of Pakistan’s overall external debt, the debt from IMF
makes the most headlines. The reason being that the
IMF extends loans after in-depth assessments of
Pakistan’s economy, sets criteria to qualify for
subsequent loan tranches and continues to monitor the

100,000

120,000

25,832

The country has signed 5 Standby Arrangements, 3
Extended Credit Facilities, 3 Extended Fund Facilities
and 1 Structural Adjustment Facility Commitment with
the IMF in the last three decades in order to stabilize its
fiscal and foreign account positions taking the total no.
of loan programs to 12. In contrast, India signed just
one facility with the IMF in 1991, Bangladesh has had
three facilities since 1990, Sri Lanka has had two while
Nepal has taken a total of three, making Pakistan the
top IMF borrower in the region.

Debt Burden per Pakistani Ci zen

29,567

Pakistan: IMF’s top borrower in the region

Source: KCCI Research, SBP

Repayments of the recently concluded IMF - EFF
program amounting to $ 6.67Bn will begin from
Mar’18.

$ 1.0Bn 5-year Eurobond issued in Apr’14 is
maturing in Apr’19.

Ÿ

Prize Bonds,
0.65, 5%

Treasury Bills,
4.79, 35%

140,000

Ÿ

GOP Ijara
Sukuk 3
Years, 0.36,
3%

Others, 0.38,
3%

PIBs, 4.92,
36%

$ 750Mn 10-year Eurobond issued in FY07 is
maturing in May’17.
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Source: KCCI Research, SBP

Saving
Schemes,
2.53, 18%

The clock is ticking fast and debt is to be repaid in due
course. It is yet to be seen how the govt. will arrange
debt repayments, especially when exports and FDI
inflows are not picking up at the desired pace. More
importantly, as the risk of a country defaulting on its
debt service obligations increases, the country tends to
lose its social, economic and political power. The
timeline of upcoming major loan repayments to foreign
lenders is as under:-

Ÿ

Mul lateral,
27.49, 48%

Pakistan's Domes c Debt (PKR Tn)

29,189

In terms of paying interest costs on its debt, Pakistan
spent nearly 33% of its total revenue in public debt
servicing in FY15, amounting to an all-time high value
of PKR 1.3Tn!! The amount was reduced to PKR
1.26Tn in FY16 or 28% of revenue while the govt. has
allocated an amount of PKR 1.29Tn for FY17. Of the
overall debt servicing in FY16, 91% comprised of
domestic debt while external debt servicing stood at
9%. Exorbitant interest payments obligations have
trimmed down the capacity of the government to
allocate sufficient resources towards the direly needed
social and infrastructure development.

Other
bilateral,
4.44, 8%

Burgeoning Debt Awaits Repayments

The repayment of rescheduled Paris Club debt,
amounting to $ 8.3Bn, under Official Development
Assistance (ODA) will start from FY17.

Paris club,
12.68, 22%

Euro/Sukuk
global bonds,
4.55, 8%

Nonetheless, at the conclusion of the EFF program, the
IMF stated that Pakistan’s macroeconomic resilience
has improved and short-term vulnerabilities to external
shocks have declined, laying foundations for higher,
more sustainable, and inclusive growth. While Pakistan
has achieved betterment in different areas of its
economy, the quantum of debt incurred remains a
cause of concern for the global lender.

Ÿ

IMF, 6.04,
10%

97,394

While other regional countries are showing a largely
downward trend in their Debt-to-GDP ratios, Pakistan’s
Debt-to-GDP is on a rise from 55.4% in 2007 to 67.8%
in 2016, an increase of 12.4%. (Debt-to-GDP ratio is a
comparable indicator of a country’s self–reliance on its
production of goods and services for paying off its debt
obligations). The country has also long been violating
its debt limit of 60% of its GDP as stipulated under the
Fiscal Debt Limitation Act.

Commercial
loans/credits,
1.46, 2%

FY04

To put things in perspective, the amount of debt which
every Pakistani owes has escalated to a mammoth PKR
101,777 till Sep’16 which was just PKR 29,567 in 2001
and PKR 30,355 in 2007.

SAFE China
deposits,
1.00, 2%

FY03

Negating the critics, Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has
stated that the country’s debt profile is in fact
improving, and “predictions of doomsday scenario for
Pakistan” regarding public debt are overblown.

However, there is always a catch associated with an
IMF program: IMF lending conditions mostly focus on
stabilization at the expense of economic growth, which
more often than not result in high taxes and low public
spending, thus stifling the economy. IMF policies allow
very little breathing space for govts. to implement their
own policies, policies which may be better for its
people and its businesses.

Pakistan's External and IMF Debt ($ Bn)

FY02

Pakistan witnessed a pronounced rising trend in debt
since FY07, at the onset of the global economic
recession after which Pakistan entered into yet another
IMF program. The quantum of the effect can be gauged
from the fact that country’s domestic debt has risen by
a whopping 453% in the last 9 years to PKR 14.39Tn,
while its external debt has surged by 151% during the
period to PKR 5.52Tn, resulting in the total debt rising
by 314% to PKR 19.9Tn. Debt accumulation has been
growing at an average rate of ~16.5% in the 9 years of
the two democratic rules and if the current pace
continues, the loan would swell to an exorbitant level of
PKR 76Tn by 2025.

country’s economic indicators during the course of the
loan arrangement. This improves the confidence of
other lenders in the global markets to extend further
loans to country.

FY01

Transactions in the world today invariably involve a
necessity for debt but this has to be kept to a minimum.
As debt levels rise, efficient management of public debt
becomes more critical, especially for developing
countries like Pakistan. This piece analyzes the overall
debt situation of Pakistan with a particular focus on
evaluating the chances of being able to rein in the
unabated rise of debt, or otherwise going for another
IMF loan under prevailing and anticipated economic
conditions.
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Pakistan: IMF’s top borrower in the region
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Remittance growth is stalling
Foreign remittance has been a lifesaving drug
for the economy, eventually helping in reducing
poverty, improving the living standards of the
recipient families, preventing balance of
payment crises, building foreign exchange
reserves and provided stability in exchange
rates, but it appears to be in short supply in the
near term owing to job cuts in the Middle East
and overall economic slowdown in the EU.
Policy makers should take into account that it is
very likely that remittances will not be able to
cushion the current account and boost the
country’s forex reserves to the extent that it is
doing now.
Higher oil prices on the cards
Pakistan highly depends on imported petroleum
products for its energy needs, perpetually
exposing itself to the risk of high oil prices and
foreign currency risks. Forecasts by World Bank
have projected average oil prices of $53.2/bbl.
$59.9/bbl. and $62.7/bbl. for 2017, 2018 and
2019, respectively. If oil reaches as per the
predicted prices of World Bank, it would
increase the total oil import bill by 48% till
2019. Coupled with rising debt servicing,
increased import of oil would result in sharp
decline in forex reserves unless it is either
supported by further loans, increase in exports
or investments.
Forex reserves built on debt are temporary
Pakistan, long struggling with its foreign
exchange reserves, managed to upstretched its
reserves to $ 23Bn in FY16, mainly on the basis
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Net FDI Vs Proﬁt Repatria on

Crowding out of private investment

6.10

In the long run, public debt that's too large can
act like driving with the emergency brakes on.
Public borrowing from domestic financial
sources crowds out private sector investment as
does a govt. shift away from public development
spending, because private investors tend to
emulate govt. investment in different projects.
Required rate of return of private investors and
lending institutions goes higher due to increased
risks associated with default, thus making
housing, personal financing and auto loans
more expensive.
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eradicating corruption from Pakistan, no
material change has been observed so-far
regardless of change in governments.
Transparency International ranks Pakistan 117th
least corrupt country amongst 175 countries in
its 2015 report.
The fact is that the FBR, as it presently stands, is
still more akin to an out-of-date body than it is
to a modern automated tax collecting authority.
Allegations of corruption abound, with entire
networks of officers who are hired through
political influence who are seeking to support
one another in collecting graft for themselves
rather than taxes for the national exchequer.

Low levels of investments
Long awaited CPEC has been initiated and
investment related to it has already started to
come into Pakistan but FDIs are stagnant;
besides Pakistan is largely focusing on receiving
investments from a single country instead of its
tapping investment potential from many other
countries.

Terrorism – No more please
Terrorism has always played its role to ruin
Pakistan’s economy and tarnish its international
image. Pakistan has so far spent $ 118Bn on
war on terror which is about 65% of its total
debt, and 229% of planned CPEC investments,
yet the collateral damage is even higher.
Pakistan has made significant progress in
controlling terrorism across the country and
more specifically in Karachi. This is a great
achievement for the law and enforcement
agencies and government because this would
unlock true potential of CPEC and linked
business activities but much work is left to be
done because it still exists to some extent and
influences the decision making of foreign
investors. Unless terrorism ends, Pakistan’s
economy will not be able to move in full gear.

In term of making Pakistan business friendly
and attracting more and more private
investments, Pakistan still ranks in the lowest
quartile (144th in 190 countries in Ease of Doing
Business rankings), (for full report, please read:
“Doing Business in Pakistan - Reform to rise
through the Ranks” by KCCI Research)
indicating that the government is still not
making enough efforts in this regard. Political
stability, ease of doing business, corruption free
environment and improved law and order are
prerequisites for attracting foreign investors.
According to a World Bank survey, politically
stable countries tend to attract 67% more
foreign investments than politically unstable
countries.
Eradicating Corruption – Enough of it, already

Reforms needed to avert debt crises!!

Corruption has always been a major problem for
Pakistan and even after self-claimed efforts of

To have sustainable economic prosperity it is
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Pakistan’s net FDI inflows have largely been
range bound over the years, but what is a cause
of grave concern is that profits and dividends
repatriated by foreign investors in Pakistan is on
an inclining trend, sometimes even exceeding
the FDI. Repatriations of foreign companies
working in Pakistan to their principals abroad
have nearly trebled in the last 5 years.
Multinationals firms operating in Pakistan
although are a source of technology transfer and
often provide healthy FDI in the country, but it is
the repatriation that hurts the economy.
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0.10

Higher repatriation on FDI

FY11

Exports are depicting a declining trend, where
Pakistan closed FY16 at a 6-year low export
figure of $ 21.97Bn. Textile, Pakistan’s mainstay
having 60% share in Pakistan’s overall exports
is passing through difficult time due to tough
competition from India, China and Bangladesh.
In case this trend continues, Pakistan would
have difficulty in meeting it balance of payments
requirements without opting for further loans.
Therefore, exports need to be boosted on
priority basis for sustainable economic
development and lower the dependence on
further loans.

3,000

In line with higher tax collection requirements,
the FBR collected tax in excess of PKR 3.130Tn
in FY16, surpassing its revenue target of PKR
3.10Tn for the year. The country’s budget deficit,
though lower than previous years, still needs to
be curtailed further. The lower fiscal deficit of
4.6% for FY16 against target of 4.3% was
achieved through inflating revenue figures by
withholding sales tax refunds of PKR 270Bn,
collecting advance tax worth PKR 230Bn and
enforcing petroleum levies worth PKR 950Bn,
and thereafter showing statistical discrepancy of
PKR 212Bn!! In response, the IMF called out for
showing vigilance in budget execution over such
“large” statistical errors.
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Exports are not picking up
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Budget Deficit still out of control

FY09

It is hard to absorb government’s claims that
Pakistan no longer needs further support from
IMF. Economic indicators are contradicting these
statements because the factors which forced
Pakistan to opt for IMF support in the first place
have not fully been rectified. Furthermore
repaying $ 3.5-4Bn every year without taking
fresh debt for the next many years is an onerous
proposition, which Pakistan looks unlikely to
achieve. We look at some of the reasons why
and suggest ways to avert the crises like
situation to emerge.
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Pakistan no longer needs IMF!! Really!!

Pakistan's Public External Debt Payment ($ Mn)
4,500
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The IMF, while giving its view on CPEC, sees a
surge in FDI during the early years of the project
but says that the import requirements of these
projects will offset a significant share of these
inflows, such that the current account deficit
would widen. And the actual problems would
begin when Pakistan starts to repay its CPEC
debts!!

of borrowing and/or grants from multilateral
lending agencies (IMF, World Bank, ADB etc.)
and donations from friendly countries (Saudi
Arabia), in addition to a steady growth in home
remittances.

FY06

the adverse impact is expected to be mitigated
to a considerable extent by the economic activity
generated as a result of this project.

Proﬁt Repatri on $Bn
Source: KCCI Research, SBP
important to further strengthen public finances
and external buffers, broaden the tax net, and
improve public financial management.
There should be a concerted effort by the
government to cut unnecessary spending. There
was a time when Sweden was very close to
financial collapse by 1994. However, by late 90s
the country was able to achieve balanced budget
through a combination of spending cuts and tax
increases.
On a similar note, Canada was facing doubledigit budget deficit in the 1990s. By introducing
deep budget cuts of 20% within the period of
four years, the nation reduced its budget deficit
to zero within 3 years and cut its public debt by
1/3 within 5 years. The country did this without
raising taxes.
Moreover, the economic managers should also
strengthen the monetary policy framework,
address losses in PSEs or privatize them,
complete the energy sector reforms, and
accelerate
competitiveness-enhancing
improvements of the business climate, including
the trade regime. The govt. would do well by
inducing more and more economic activity and
relying less on debt if it wants a self-sufficient
economy.
As someone rightly said:
“The present generation does not have the right
to burden the next generation with heavy debts."
Disclaimer: This report has been prepared by KCCI Research &
Development Cell. The information contained herein have been
compiled or arrived at based upon information obtained from
sources believed to be reliable and in good faith. Such
information has not been independently verified.

Pictorial Highlights
President Karachi Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo
presenting KCCI’s crest to Federal Insurance
Ombudsman M. Raeesuddin Paracha at the
Seminar on “Public Awareness about dispute
resolution mechanism of Federal Insurance
Ombudsman” at KCCI. Senior Vice President
KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Younus Soomro and others are
also present at the picture.

Chairman of Karachi Chamber’s Ports, Shipping & Multi Modal Transports
Sub-Committee Tabassum Khurshid presiding over the first meeting of his
Sub-Committee at Aiwan-e-Tijarat. In the Picture, President KCCI, Shamim
Ahmed Firpo is seen addressing the meeting while Senior Vice President
KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro, Advisors
of Sub-Committee, Nasir Mehmood, Asif Nisar Vohra, Secretary General
S.M.H. Rizvi, and others are also present at the picture.

Chairman of Karachi Chamber’s Fairs, Exhibitions and Trade
Delegation Sub-Committee Sohail Amin presiding over the first
meeting of his Sub-Committee at Aiwan-e-Tijarat. In the Picture,
President KCCI, Shamim Ahmed Firpo is seen addressing the
meeting while Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President
KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro, former Presidents KCCI A.Q.
Khalil, Iftikhar Ahmed Vohra and others are also present at the
picture.

Chairman of Karachi Chamber’s Law & Order Sub-Committee
Mansoor Ahmed presiding over the first meeting of his SubCommittee at Aiwan-e-Tijarat. In the Picture, President KCCI,
Shamim Ahmed Firpo is seen addressing the meeting while
Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Younus Soomro, former President KCCI A.Q.
Khalil, former Senior Vice President, Muffasar Atta Malik,
former Vice President, Muhammad Saleem Farooqui, Deputy
Chairman of Sub-Committee Major (Retd.) Muneer Ahmed and
others are also present at the picture.
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Pictorial Highlights
Chairman of Karachi Chamber’s Banking &
Insurance Sub-Committee Atif Jamil-ur- Rehman,
presiding over the first meeting of his SubCommittee at Aiwan-e-Tijarat. In the Picture,
President KCCI, Shamim Ahmed Firpo is seen
addressing the meeting while Senior Vice
President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Younus Soomro, former President
KCCI A.Q. Khalil, Deputy Chairman of SubCommittee Danish Iqbal and others are also
present at the picture.

Chairman of Karachi Chamber’s Customs, Valuation, Import & Anti
Smuggling Sub-Committee Muhammad Saqib presiding over the first
meeting of his Sub-Committee at Aiwan-e-Tijarat. In the Picture,
President KCCI, Shamim Ahmed Firpo is seen addressing the
meeting while Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President
KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro, Deputy Chairman of SubCommittee Tabbasum Khurshid and others are also present at the
picture.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo receiving memento
from Founder & Chief Executive the Professionals Network Mehmood Tareen and CSR & CSI Activist
Ateeq ur Rahman at the 6th Corporate Social Responsibility Summit & Awards which was attended by
President KCCI as Chief Guest.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo presenting KCCI’s Crest to Ms. Amintah Mahreen Jorge from Balochistan University of
Information Technology, Engineering & Management Sciences (BUITEMS), who led a BUITEMS delegation to KCCI.
Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro, Members of Managing Committee KCCI Atif Jamil ur Rehman, Abdul Rehman Naqi,
Muhammad Haris Agar and Secretary General S.M.H. Rizvi are also present at the picture.
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NEPRA forms
committee to
probe ‘excessive
collection’ by KE
The National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA)
recently constituted a high-level fact-finding committee to
examine allegations by the Ministry of Water and Power that
Karachiites had been overcharged to the extent of Rs62 billion
by K-Electric over the past few years.
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The three-member committee comprising a senior consultant,
an adviser to the regulator and a desk officer concerned has
been directed to comprehensively look into all aspects pointed
out by the ministry on power tariff charged by the KE over the
past 10 years.
The committee is required to submit a report within this week.
The tariffs charged by the KE used to be approved by the
regulator under a multi-year tariff mechanism.
Earlier, Secretary Water and Power Mohammad Younus Dagha
wrote to NEPRA Chairman Tariq Saddozai to ensure refund of
at least Rs62bn he alleged was overcharged to Karachiites
over the past few years through questionable tariff setting. He
also sought strict accountability of those involved in the scam.
The K-Electric, on the other hand, has rejected outright the
claims of excessive collection and labelled them as wrong
interpretation of the tariff mechanism. It said the consumers
had been charged as per approved tariff without any anomaly.
Mr. Dagha had alleged that the impact of targeted reduction in
transmission and dispatch (T&D) losses, roughly estimated at
Rs13bn for fiscal year 2015-16 alone, was not passed on the
consumers. He said the impact of past 10 years on this
account had been worked out at Rs60bn, starting from
Rs2.46bn in 2009 and reaching Rs4.99bn and then gradually
crossing Rs10.89bn in 2014.
He had directly accused NEPRA for “unfair tariff for KE
consumers” and alleged major shortfalls on its part and
demanded a thorough investigation and action against those
responsible. “In recent revelations, it is noted with concern
that the KE consumers have been made to pay a very high
tariff resulting in windfall profits for KE.”
The secretary water and power highlighted two specific
examples to support this. First, it said the multi-year tariff
provided for a mechanism whereby the tariff is to be adjusted
every quarter to reflect the revised fuel and energy purchase
costs as well as targets for T&D losses.
Ideally, on a base tariff of say Rs100 per unit, if the cost
component in a period has reduced by five per cent and the
T&D losses have also been targeted to reduce by five per cent,
the cumulative effect on tariff reduction would roughly be
around 10pc or so and the new tariff would be Rs90 or so.
However, by a strange tariff setting method, the tariff
mechanism applicable to KE limits tariff reduction on account
of reduced T&D loss benchmark only on “the change in cost
of generation” rather than “the total cost of generation”, hence
limiting the benefit to KE consumers of the reduced T&D
benchmark and effectively allowing KE higher T&D losses than
the stated benchmark, the secretary said.
“This has now become evident as to how in all these years of
falling oil prices; KE consumers were denied the benefit in fuel
price adjustments,” wrote the secretary water and power. The
windfall allowed to KE, on this account only, has been in
billions every year through the multi-year tariff and quarterly
adjustments determined by NEPRA.
The rough calculations show that while the declared T&D
losses allowed to KE are 15pc, the effective losses (due to the
tariff setting mechanism) allowed by such calculation comes
to be around 28.5pc, which is 4.8pc higher than even its
actual T&D loss (at 23.7pc).
Secondly, another area of such flaws in KE tariff calculations is
cost of generation allowed to KE for its own generating units.
The cumulative efficiency of KE plants is around 40pc while
the cost is calculated by NEPRA at an efficiency of around
37pc allowing an estimated Rs2bn last year. The secretary
alleged that this tariff determination practice adopted
for KE violated the general policy and
guidelines relating to tariff
determination.
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Imports of oil, food and machinery
rise: PBS
The import bill of oil, machinery and food rose 21 per cent yearon-year in the first half year of 2016-17 despite drop in global
prices.
The share of these products increased to 55.4pc in Pakistan’s
total import bill in July-December from 50.2pc a year earlier,
putting more pressure on the country’s balance of payments.
Since the start of the current fiscal year, the trade deficit is
widening because of increase in overall import bill.
Official figures issued by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics show
that machinery imports went up by 41pc to $5.67bn during the
period under review from $4.023bn a year ago. The growth was
mainly driven by power generating machinery whose import
grew 109pc year-on-year, followed by office machinery 73pc,
textile machinery 11.3pc, construction machinery 55pc and
electrical machinery 7.8pc.
However, the telecom sector’s import bill fell 5pc, mainly
because of increase in the duty on its import of mobile phone
and other apparatus.
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Petroleum imports increased 11.2pc year-on-year to $4.99bn in
July-December. A breakdown shows that imports of petroleum
products went up by 18.5pc to $3.205bn while that of petroleum
crude dropped 21.7pc.

In the petroleum group, the import bill of liquefied natural gas
surged 124.4pc and a growth of 49.3pc was recorded in the
import of liquefied petroleum gas.
Reduction in the oil import bill in the period under review
followed a steep increase in the imports of petroleum products,
which indicates that domestic refineries are not operating at full
capacity.
The third-biggest component in the import bill was food
commodities, whose exports rose 9pc year-on-year to $2.864bn.
This increase has been attributed to massive imports of other
food items worth $1.063bn, followed by $844.28m of palm oil
and $371.23m of pulses. Imports of dry fruit and milk products
also grew during the period under review.

Economic Horizon

Pakistan improves corruption
ranking on TI index
Pakistan has scored a two-point improvement
and moved to 116th position in Transparency
International’s 2016 Corruption Perceptions
Index, released recently.
According to the Transparency’s annual report,
the country secured 32 points out of 100 in
2016 as compared to 30 points in the previous
year.
The watchdog uses data from institutions,
including the World Bank, the African
Development Bank and business school IMD, to
compile the perceptions of the scale of public
sector corruption. The score runs from zero,
which is highly corrupt, to 100, which is very
clean.
Pakistan’s arch-rival India ranked 79 on the list

with a total of 40 points.

$1.26 trillion per year.” According to José Ugaz,
the chair of Transparency International, in the
most corrupt countries “we often see
democracies in decline and a disturbing pattern
of attempts to crack down on civil society, limit
press freedom, and weaken the independence of
the judiciary.”

According to Transparency International, the
situation regarding corruption improved in
Pakistan with Somalia on the top slot for
corruption out of 176 countries.
Somalia received the dubious honor of most
corrupt country in the world for the 10th
straight year in the Corruption Perceptions Index
2016.

In total 122 of the 176 countries ranked finished
with a score below 50, which Transparency
International identifies as having a “serious
corruption problem.”

The index, which is published by Berlin-based
Transparency International, aims to rank nations
“based on how corrupt a country’s public sector
is perceived to be.”

The countries at the top of the list are generally
clustered in Central Asia and Africa. Several wartorn nations, such as South Sudan, Syria,
Sudan, Yemen, Afghanistan and Iraq are ranked
in the top 10.

The group estimates that “corruption, bribery,
theft and tax evasion, cost developing countries

BMG leadership, KCCI
Office Bearers condole sad
demise of Saeed uz Zaman

Delegation members of Pakistan-Afghan Joint Committee have
underscored the need to effectively deal with numerous bottleneck
hindering enhanced trade between Pakistan and Afghanistan
which declined to less than US$1.5 billion in 2015 and continued
to go down in 2016.
Exchanging views during their visit to the Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, the delegation members said that trade
must thrive and move on a fast-track which can be done when
business communities work together and play the role of a strong
bridge by bringing people of the two countries close to each other.

In a letter issued to the members of bereaved Family
Members of Justice (Retd.) Saeed uz Zaman Siddiqui,
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, on behalf of
Chairman Businessmen Group and Former President
KCCI Mr. Siraj Kassam Teli, Vice Chairmen BMG Mr. Tahir
Khaliq, Mr. Zubair Motiwala, Mr. Haroon Farooki and Mr.
Anjum Nisar, Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice
President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro, Managing
Committee members and on his personal behalf,
expressed deep grief and sorrow on sad demise of
Justice (Retd.) Saeed uz Zaman Siddiqui.
They eulogized the services of the late governor for law
and judicial services and continuity of constitutional and
democratic order in the country.
They said that Late Saeed-uz-Zaman Siddiqui will always
be remembered for being an upright and honest judge
who never compromised on his principles and remained
impartial in delivery of justice.
They prayed for blessings and forgiveness to the
departed soul, and fortitude to bereaved family members
to bear this irreparable loss.

Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI Siraj
Kassam Teli, President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice
President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI Muhammad
Younus Soomro, MNA Qaiser Ahmed Sheikh, Former Deputy
Minister for Trade & Commerce Afghanistan Mozammil Shinwari,
Former Pakistan’s Ambassador Mian Sanaullah, Advisor to
Afghanistan’s Ministry of Defense Ms. Wazhma Frogh, Senior
Journalist Muhammad Tahir and others were present at the
meeting.
The delegation members opined that the bottlenecks hindering
Pakistan-Afghanistan trade can easily be removed if the two sides
act diligently and honestly.
They also expressed deep concerns over delays in clearance of
Afghanistan bound goods and further informed that many
Pakistani suppliers were exporting sub-standard and poor-quality
goods to Afghanistan, particularly pharma products, which was
another major reason behind descending trade between the two
countries.
“Due to low quality of goods being supplied by Pakistani
companies, the Afghan people prefer not to buy Pakistan goods
which requires serious attention”, said Advisor to Afghanistan’s
Ministry of Defense Ms. Wazhma Frogh. She stressed that this
issue has to be addressed in order to save the existing trade
volume from further depreciation.
Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI Siraj
Kassam Teli, while warmly welcoming the delegates, stated that
the economic relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan were
more important than political relations hence, the business
communities of both sides must look for opportunities to further
strengthen the existing trade ties and this must be done on a fasttrack.
Extending full support and cooperation to members of Pakistan
Afghanistan Joint Committee, Siraj Teli stated that the Karachi
Chamber was already trying to improve the existing relations
between two countries and they will be more than happy to fully
support and cooperate with the Joint Committee as well which has
been formed to improve trade ties and enhance people-to-people
contact.
“In this regard, Karachi Chamber is ready to nominate a focal
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Poor performance can be attributed to
unaccountable governments, lack of oversight,
insecurity and shrinking space for civil society,
pushing anti-corruption action to the margins in
those countries. High-profile corruption
scandals, in addition to everyday corruption
issues, continue to undermine public trust in
government, the benefits of democracy and the
rule of law.

Pak-Afghan Descending Trade

Need to effectively deal with
bottlenecks hindering trade stressed

The leadership of Businessmen Group and Office Bearers
of Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry have
expressed heartfelt condolence on sad demise of
Governor Sindh Justice (Retd) Saeed uz Zaman Siddiqui,
who passed away on Wednesday evening after suffering
from acute respiratory illness.

The majority of Asia Pacific countries sit in the
bottom half of the Corruption Perceptions Index
2016. 19 out of 30 countries in the region
scored 40 or less out of 100.
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person from KCCI who could promptly assist and respond to any
inquiries from the members of Pakistan-Afghanistan Joint which
would obviously improve linkages and prove favorable in dealing
with numerous issues”, Chairman BMG said, “Our doors remain
open to help in creating some kind of strong linkage between KCCI
and Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Committee for furthering trade
ties.
He informed, “Pakistan-Afghan Joint Chamber of Commerce and
Industry is also successfully being run by some of our friends
from Karachi Chamber, which has brought the business
communities more close to each other.
Siraj Teli said that Karachi, being the largest city and the financial
and industrial hub of Pakistan, offers immense opportunities and
added facilities for investment and joint ventures to Afghanistan’s
business community. “In this regard, we, at Karachi Chamber, are
always there to support and help as much as possible”, he
assured and hoped that the meeting between KCCI and PakistanAfghanistan Joint Committee would prove to be very fruitful in
furthering relations between the two countries.
Earlier, President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, while welcoming the
delegation of Pakistan-Afghanistan Joint Committee, pointed out
that during Fiscal Year 2016, Pakistan’s exports descended to
$1,230 million while its imports stood at $41 million but these
figures do not depict the actual trade volume between the two
countries.
“The quantum of unofficial trade is said to be very significant at
the border of Afghanistan due to which, according to estimates,
every day goods worth millions of dollars are moved in and out of
Afghanistan through trucks that go unrecorded, he noted, adding
that Khyber Pass, a part of historical Silk Road between Pakistan
and Afghanistan, is reported to have been widely used for parallel
trade which has adversely affected the national exchequers on
both sides of the border.
President KCCI noted that although some measures have been
taken to deal with this issue but still the situation calls for
increasing scrutiny and the installation of modern scanning
machines, biometrics and tracking system at Pak-Afghan border.
Collective efforts from both sides have to be initiated to deal with
numerous obstacles that have led to almost 50 percent reduction
in the bilateral and transit trade between the two countries, he
stressed.
Referring to Afghan -Pakistan Transit Trade Agreement, President
KCCI said that this agreement was largely being misused as the
Afghanistan bound goods arriving at the ports were actually
ending up in the Pakistani markets, causing severe losses and
bringing numerous industries in Pakistan at the verge of total
collapse.
“Though this is an agreement of vital importance but keeping in
view the prevailing situation, it is high time to revisit and
optimize the execution of APTTA”, he advised.

Monthly News Roundup
PM unveils PKR 180Bn package to boost exports

Force being raised to guard Chinese workers in Sindh

Legal status becomes null and void

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has unveiled a “Trade Enhancement
Initiative” worth PKR 180Bn to shore up country's declining
exports. Under the package, duty drawback for garments would be
7%, textile made-ups 6%, processed fabric 5 %, yarn and grey
fabric 4%, sports goods, leather and footwear 7% and carpets and
tents 5%. Similarly, the govt. has abolished import duty on cotton,
man-made fiber other than polyester and sales tax on import of
textile machinery.

Sindh CM Mr. Shah during a meeting with a Chinese delegation led
by Foreign Ministry Director General for External Security Liu
Guangyuan has said that his government was raising a special force
to protect the Chinese nationals working on various projects in the
province, including those linked to the CPEC which would consist of
2,000 ex-army men for their security.

The legal status of the Companies Ordinance 2016 has become null
and void after the Senate disapproved it through a resolution,
restoring legal status of earlier Companies Ordinance 1984. In this
regard, Chairman SECP has said that the Companies Ordinance

China begins first freight train service to London
China has begun its first freight train service to London from Yiwu,
a famed wholesale market town in the eastern province of Zhejiang.
The train will travel for 18 days over more than 12,000 kilometers to
reach Britain from China. It will pass through Kazakhstan, Russia,
Belarus, Poland, Germany, Belgium and France before arriving in
London.
Dutch company acquires Engro Foods for $ 446.81Mn
Dutch company FrieslandCampina Pakistan BV (FC Pakistan) has
completed its acquisition of a majority stake in Engro Foods at an
estimated price of $ 446.81Mn and the company is expected to
bring in expertise and introduce new products. As per a notice
received by PSX, the company has acquired 51% stake at PKR 120
($ 1.14) per share in Engro Foods. It acquired 47.1% (or 361.29Mn
shares) from Engro Corporation, the parent company of Engro
Foods, and another 3.9% (or 29.66Mn shares) from general public.
US embassy shifting commercial service dept. to Karachi
The US Embassy has decided to shift its commercial service
department from Islamabad to Karachi in Mar’17 in order to boost
business ties with Pakistan, a statement said on Wednesday. Grace
Shelton, Consul General of the USA told local businessmen that the
US consulate is working in close coordination with the Ministry of
Commerce, the Sindh Board of Investment, and the US Pakistan
Business Council to organize the Fifth Annual Business
Opportunities Conference in 2017 in Pakistan.
KSE index gains 400% since 2009: Forbes
With an improving macroeconomic environment, the Pakistan
Stock Exchange index has gained close to 400% since 2009, and
40% this year alone, leaving neighbouring markets in the dust.
According to a report carried by Forbes business magazine, there
are a couple of overseas endorsements for Pakistan’s market
reforms, like $ 1Bn in support from the World Bank, and domestic
acquisitions from foreign suitors such as that of K-Electric by
Shanghai Electric Power Co. Another overseas endorsement was
the inclusion of Pakistan’s market into MSCI’s emerging market
index.
Pakistan ranked third in region in GDP growth
Latest economic and financial indicators updated by the Economist
show that Pakistan compares favorably with other regional
countries and ranks 3rd in the region after China and India whereas
it ranks 7th globally in terms of GDP growth. The Economist’s data
validates the government’s target for the GDP growth which is a
positive sign; however, there is a need of reducing unemployment
ratio as well. The unemployment rate has been recorded at 5.9 till
2015 whereas India’s unemployment was recorded at 5 in the same
period.
ADB maintains FY17 growth forecast at 5.2%
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has maintained its growth
forecast for Pakistan’s economy at 5.2% for FY17. According to the
Asian Development Outlook (ADO) 2016 Update report, in Pakistan,
GDP growth is expected to be on track in FY2017, driven mainly by
the services sector, improved energy supply and security, a rising
investment in CPEC.
World Bank revises GDP growth upward to 5.2% for 2017, 5.5%
for 2018

$ 8.2Bn tracks to be constructed in first phase of CPEC
Some 1,872 kilometers long gate-free and signal-free railway tracks
from Karachi to Peshawar costing $ 8.2Bn would be constructed
under 1st phase of CPEC project. The project would be completed
in two phases in 5 years by 2021 on engineering, procurement and
construction (EPC) mode. While, phase-I will be completed by
Dec’17. The work to build fence around the tracks, similar to
motorway, and underpasses and overheard bridges would be
initiated in first week of Jan’17.
China to revise trade tariff for Pakistan
China's Ministry of Finance will adjust tariffs on a number of
exports and imports relating to Pakistan. The new plan will come
into force on Jan. 1, 2017. The tax rates will be lowered on some
imported commodities next year including hydraulic actuators for
aircraft, tuna fish and arctic shrimp. Exports tariffs on commodities
including nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers will be scrapped and
commodities such as steel billet will see reduced export tariffs. The
number of items to be taxed in 2017 will reach 8,547.
China to finance three more road projects under CPEC
Beijing has pledged to finance three more road projects under the
CPEC, making its total contribution to the corridor-related road
projects to PKR 1.02Tn so far. China will provide PKR 107.76Bn as
soft loan for the three new projects, which is on top of PKR 917Bn
which for another three road projects. They include a 280-kilomtre
road from Raikot to Thakot at a cost of PKR 8Bn, 210km dual
carriageway from Yarik to Zhob (PKR 80Bn), and a 110km road
from Basima to Khuzdar (PKR 19.76Bn).
Transfer of land in Gwadar banned
The Balochis¬tan government has imposed with immediate effect a
ban on transfer of land in the port city of Gwadar for three months.
The provincial revenue department has issued an official notification
in this regard. Decision had been taken in view of the re-planning of
the Gwadar Mas¬ter Plan. The plan would be reviewed according to
the pro¬posed mega city and smart city projects in Gwadar by
foreign firms.
China to fund 4,000MWs transmission line
State Grid of China will help build a 4,000MW power transmission
line in Pakistan in a project valued at $ 1.5Bn. The high-capacity
transmission line will be the first of its kind in Pakistan and will link
Matiari town in the south, near a new power station, to Lahore city
in the east, a key link in transmission infrastructure. In this regard,
an agreement on the project has been signed in Beijing between
Pakistan’s Water and power secretary and chairman of State Grid
Corporation of China. Construction will begin in Jan.’17, and should
take about 20 months.
Chinese company to produce electricity from garbage
The Sindh govt. has signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with a Chinese company to produce electricity from garbage
and agricultural waste in Karachi and other parts of the province. In
this regard, China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC) along
with its sister company Dewe Group Holding Co Ltd (DGHOL) will
send their experts to Sindh to assess the investment required and
decide a way forward. The company’s cleaning machinery will reach
Karachi by the first week of Jan.’17. The company will start its
operations, including lifting of garbage from houses and mechanical
sweeping of roads by the end of Jan.’17 or the first week of Feb.’17.

World Bank has revised GDP growth for Pakistan upwards to 5.2%
for FY17 and 5.5% for 2018 and 5.8% in FY20, reflecting
improvements in agriculture, infrastructure, energy, and external
demand. The WB report "Global Economic Prospects; weak
investment in uncertain times", states that the uptake in activity was
spurred by a combination of low commodity prices, rising
infrastructure spending, and reforms that lifted domestic demand
and improved the business climate.

PBS has finally issued a gazette notification saying the country’s 6th
population and housing census will be carried out in Mar-Apr‘17,
that is, after a delay of eight years. The notification has been issued
after the Supreme Court took suo motu notice of the delay in
carrying out the much-needed exercise.

Companies can now be registered with SECP in a day

CCI decides to carry out census in two phases

In order to further promote corporatization in the country, the SECP
has revamped operations at its three major offices located in
Islamabad, Lahore and Karachi. Incorporation and facilitation desks
have been established at these Company Registration Offices, which
will ensure facilitation to the investors so that companies are
incorporated within a day.

The Council of Common Interest (CCI) has decided to conduct
population census in two phases from Mar. 15, 2017. The meeting
approved Pakistan Bureau of Statistics' (PBS) proposal to carry out
population census from Mar., as directed by the apex court. The last
population census was conducted in 1998 and the current one has
been pending for the last eight years

Gazette notification about census issued
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1984 has been restored. A fresh bill would not be required to
be moved in the Parliament as Finance Standing Committee
has already constituted a four-member sub-committee for
further consideration on a bill regarding the Companies
Ordinance, 2016.
Govt. to spend PKR 20Bn to enhance exports in three years
The govt. would spend PKR 20Bn over the next 3 years to
enhance
export
competitiveness
and
institutional
strengthening under the Strategic Trade Policy Framework
(STPF) 2015/18. The steps taken by the govt. to enhance
exports, sales tax zero-rating regime for five export-oriented
sectors, textiles, leather, carpets, surgical and sports goods,
has been introduced from Jul’17.
With higher PSDP allocation and CPEC, outlook for cement
positive
With higher allocation for PSDP and CPEC, the outlook for
cement and construction-related industries is positive. The
govt. has allocated PKR 1.68Bn for PSDP in FY17, which is
20% higher than last year. Major cement producers have
announced expansion plans for 9.7Mn tons, which would
enhance total capacity to 55.3Mn tons per annum compared to
present capacity of some 44Mn tons per annum.
Profit repatriation surpasses FDI by 28%
The repatriation of foreign exchange in the form of profits and
dividends on FDI surpassed the net FDI inflow by $131Mn
(28%) in 5MFY17. SBP data shows that the outflow in the form
of profits and dividends on FDI was $ 591Mn and country
received a total FDI of $ 460Mn during the same five months.
PPL invests PKR 25Bn to increase gas production in Sindh
Federal Minister for Petroleum and Natural Resources Mr.
Shahid Khaqan while inaugurating the Gas Processing Facility
II (GPF-II) of 50 million standard cubic feet per day (mmscfd)
at Gambat South Block has said that PPL has so far invested
PKR 25Bn to set up three gas processing facilities at Gambat,
Sindh. The facilities would help increase gas production and
address the issue of gas crisis in the country.
Significant decline in terror activities
There has been a significant reduction in terror activities in the
country where as many as 31 terrorist attacks took place in
2016 compared with the attacks in 2015. In this regard,
statistics of the National Counter-Terrorism Authority (NACTA)
claimed a decline of 80%. Furthermore, according to State
Department statistics, there were a total of 1,009 terrorist
attacks in Pakistan in 2015, compared to 1,823 in 2014, which
is a 45% decrease. The total number of fatalities in the attacks
went down by 39% to 1,081 in 2015 compared to 1,761 in
2014.
Pakistan receives first cargo of better-quality diesel
Pakistan has received from Kuwait the first consignment of
improved-quality diesel that meets Euro-II emission standards.
First PSO cargo that arrived on 6th Jan’16 tested 250 parts per
million (ppm) sulphur content. The govt. has set a new
standard of maximum 500 ppm sulphur content in new diesel
compared to 5,000 ppm in the fuel being phased out now. All
diesel imports by any oil marketing company will now be EuroII and this change has been made without any increase in the
price. The move comes just 2 months after the state-run oil
marketing company launched higher-grade RON petrol for the
first time in Pakistan.
* Note: The above news items have been published in various
national newspapers during the period 9th Dec’16 to 8th
Jan’17.
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Monthly News Roundup
PM unveils PKR 180Bn package to boost exports
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has unveiled a “Trade Enhancement
Initiative” worth PKR 180Bn to shore up country's declining exports.
Under the package, duty drawback for garments would be 7%, textile
made-ups 6%, processed fabric 5%, yarn and grey fabric 4%, sports
goods, leather and footwear 7% and carpets and tents 5%. Similarly,
the govt. has abolished import duty on cotton, man-made fiber other
than polyester and sales tax on import of textile machinery.
China begins first freight train service to London
China has begun its first freight train service to London from Yiwu, a
famed wholesale market town in the eastern province of Zhejiang.
The train will travel for 18 days over more than 12,000 kilometers to
reach Britain from China. It will pass through Kazakhstan, Russia,
Belarus, Poland, Germany, Belgium and France before arriving in
London.
Dutch company acquires Engro Foods for $ 446.81Mn

World Bank revises GDP growth upward to 5.2% for 2017, 5.5%
for 2018
World Bank has revised GDP growth for Pakistan upwards to 5.2%
for FY17 and 5.5% for 2018 and 5.8% in FY20, reflecting
improvements in agriculture, infrastructure, energy, and external
demand. The WB report "Global Economic Prospects; weak
investment in uncertain times", states that the uptake in activity was
spurred by a combination of low commodity prices, rising
infrastructure spending, and reforms that lifted domestic demand
and improved the business climate.
Companies can now be registered with SECP in a day
In order to further promote corporatization in the country, the SECP
has revamped operations at its three major offices located in
Islamabad, Lahore and Karachi. Incorporation and facilitation desks
have been established at these Company Registration Offices, which
will ensure facilitation to the investors so that companies are
incorporated within a day.

Dutch company FrieslandCampina Pakistan BV (FC Pakistan) has
completed its acquisition of a majority stake in Engro Foods at an
estimated price of $ 446.81Mn and the company is expected to bring
in expertise and introduce new products. As per a notice received by
PSX, the company has acquired 51% stake at PKR 120 ($ 1.14) per
share in Engro Foods. It acquired 47.1% (or 361.29Mn shares) from
Engro Corporation, the parent company of Engro Foods, and another
3.9% (or 29.66Mn shares) from general public.

Sindh CM Mr. Shah during a meeting with a Chinese delegation led
by Foreign Ministry Director General for External Security Liu
Guangyuan has said that his government was raising a special force
to protect the Chinese nationals working on various projects in the
province, including those linked to the CPEC which would consist of
2,000 ex-army men for their security.

US embassy shifting commercial service dept. to Karachi

$ 8.2Bn tracks to be constructed in first phase of CPEC

The US Embassy has decided to shift its commercial service
department from Islamabad to Karachi in Mar’17 in order to boost
business ties with Pakistan, a statement said on Wednesday. Grace
Shelton, Consul General of the USA told local businessmen that the
US consulate is working in close coordination with the Ministry of
Commerce, the Sindh Board of Investment, and the US Pakistan
Business Council to organize the Fifth Annual Business Opportunities
Conference in 2017 in Pakistan.

Some 1,872 kilometers long gate-free and signal-free railway tracks
from Karachi to Peshawar costing $ 8.2Bn would be constructed
under 1st phase of CPEC project. The project would be completed in
two phases in 5 years by 2021 on engineering, procurement and
construction (EPC) mode. While, phase-I will be completed by
Dec’17. The work to build fence around the tracks, similar to
motorway, and underpasses and overheard bridges would be
initiated in first week of Jan’17.

Over 78% US Cos keen to invest in Pakistan: Survey

China to revise trade tariff for Pakistan

Perception Survey conducted by American Business Council (ABC)
showed that there is a significant improvement of over 30% in the
law and order situation of Pakistan as compared to last year. For
2015-16, the vast majority of respondents rated the business climate
of Pakistan as satisfactory with only 8% giving it a poor rating
compared with 11% participants rated the business climate as poor
last year. However, the members have separately commented about
the government's tendency to introduce mini budgets as well as
sudden changes in policies or rules during course of a fiscal year as
such steps negatively impact on the existing as well as new
investments.

China's Ministry of Finance will adjust tariffs on a number of exports
and imports relating to Pakistan. The new plan will come into force
on Jan. 1, 2017. The tax rates will be lowered on some imported
commodities next year including hydraulic actuators for aircraft, tuna
fish and arctic shrimp. Exports tariffs on commodities including
nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers will be scrapped and commodities
such as steel billet will see reduced export tariffs. The number of
items to be taxed in 2017 will reach 8,547.

KSE index gains 400% since 2009: Forbes
With an improving macroeconomic environment, the Pakistan Stock
Exchange index has gained close to 400% since 2009, and 40% this
year alone, leaving neighbouring markets in the dust. According to a
report carried by Forbes business magazine, there are a couple of
overseas endorsements for Pakistan’s market reforms, like $ 1Bn in
support from the World Bank, and domestic acquisitions from
foreign suitors such as that of K-Electric by Shanghai Electric Power
Co. Another overseas endorsement was the inclusion of Pakistan’s
market into MSCI’s emerging market index.
Stocks eclipse 50,000 points level; market cap hits record high of
over PKR 10Tn
Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX) benchmark KSE-100 share index on
26th Jan’17 closed above the historic 50,000 points level for the first
time, while market capitalization of listed shares also hit a record
high of over PKR 10Tn. The index, after making a couple of
unsuccessful attempts during the week, finally closed at 50,192.36
points. It gained 0.88% or 435.59 points. KSE-30 shares index
gained 1.21% or 322.19 points to end at 26,977.61 points. While,
the ready market volumes stood at 449.71Mn as compared to
459.44Mn shares a day earlier.
Pakistan ranked third in region in GDP growth
Latest economic and financial indicators updated by the Economist
show that Pakistan compares favorably with other regional countries
and ranks 3rd in the region after China and India whereas it ranks
7th globally in terms of GDP growth. The Economist’s data validates
the government’s target for the GDP growth which is a positive sign;
however, there is a need of reducing unemployment ratio as well.
The unemployment rate has been recorded at 5.9 till 2015 whereas
India’s unemployment was recorded at 5 in the same period.
ADB maintains FY17 growth forecast at 5.2%
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has maintained its growth
forecast for Pakistan’s economy at 5.2% for FY17. According to the
Asian Development Outlook (ADO) 2016 Update report, in Pakistan,
GDP growth is expected to be on track in FY2017, driven mainly by
the services sector, improved energy supply and security, a rising
investment in CPEC.
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Force being raised to guard Chinese workers in Sindh

China to finance three more road projects under CPEC
Beijing has pledged to finance three more road projects under the
CPEC, making its total contribution to the corridor-related road
projects to PKR 1.02Tn so far. China will provide PKR 107.76Bn as
soft loan for the three new projects, which is on top of PKR 917Bn
which for another three road projects. They include a 280-kilomtre
road from Raikot to Thakot at a cost of PKR 8Bn, 210km dual
carriageway from Yarik to Zhob (PKR 80Bn), and a 110km road from
Basima to Khuzdar (PKR 19.76Bn).
Transfer of land in Gwadar banned
The Balochis¬tan government has imposed with immediate effect a
ban on transfer of land in the port city of Gwadar for three months.
The provincial revenue department has issued an official notification
in this regard. Decision had been taken in view of the re-planning of
the Gwadar Mas¬ter Plan. The plan would be reviewed according to
the pro¬posed mega city and smart city projects in Gwadar by
foreign firms.
China to fund 4,000MWs transmission line
State Grid of China will help build a 4,000MW power transmission
line in Pakistan in a project valued at $ 1.5Bn. The high-capacity
transmission line will be the first of its kind in Pakistan and will link
Matiari town in the south, near a new power station, to Lahore city in
the east, a key link in transmission infrastructure. In this regard, an
agreement on the project has been signed in Beijing between
Pakistan’s Water and power secretary and chairman of State Grid
Corporation of China. Construction will begin in Jan.’17, and should
take about 20 months.
Chinese company to produce electricity from garbage
The Sindh govt. has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
with a Chinese company to produce electricity from garbage and
agricultural waste in Karachi and other parts of the province. In this
regard, China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC) along with
its sister company Dewe Group Holding Co Ltd (DGHOL) will send
their experts to Sindh to assess the investment required and decide a
way forward. The company’s cleaning machinery will reach Karachi
by the first week of Jan.’17. The company will start its operations,
including lifting of garbage from houses and mechanical sweeping of
roads by the end of Jan.’17 or the first week of Feb.’17.
* Note: The above news items have been published in various
national newspapers during the period 9th Dec’16 to 28th Jan’17.
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Gazette notification about census issued
PBS has finally issued a gazette notification saying the country’s 6th
population and housing census will be carried out in Mar-Apr‘17,
that is, after a delay of eight years. The notification has been issued
after the Supreme Court took suo motu notice of the delay in
carrying out the much-needed exercise.
CCI decides to carry out census in two phases
The Council of Common Interest (CCI) has decided to conduct
population census in two phases from Mar. 15, 2017. The meeting
approved Pakistan Bureau of Statistics' (PBS) proposal to carry out
population census from Mar., as directed by the apex court. The last
population census was conducted in 1998 and the current one has
been pending for the last eight years
Legal status becomes null and void
The legal status of the Companies Ordinance 2016 has become null
and void after the Senate disapproved it through a resolution,
restoring legal status of earlier Companies Ordinance 1984. In this
regard, Chairman SECP has said that the Companies Ordinance 1984
has been restored. A fresh bill would not be required to be moved in
the Parliament as Finance Standing Committee has already
constituted a four-member sub-committee for further consideration
on a bill regarding the Companies Ordinance, 2016.
Govt. to spend PKR 20Bn to enhance exports in three years
The govt. would spend PKR 20Bn over the next 3 years to enhance
export competitiveness and institutional strengthening under the
Strategic Trade Policy Framework (STPF) 2015/18. The steps taken
by the govt. to enhance exports, sales tax zero-rating regime for five
export-oriented sectors, textiles, leather, carpets, surgical and sports
goods, has been introduced from Jul’17.
With higher PSDP allocation and CPEC, outlook for cement
positive
With higher allocation for PSDP and CPEC, the outlook for cement
and construction-related industries is positive. The govt. has
allocated PKR 1.68Bn for PSDP in FY17, which is 20% higher than
last year. Major cement producers have announced expansion plans
for 9.7Mn tons, which would enhance total capacity to 55.3Mn tons
per annum compared to present capacity of some 44Mn tons per
annum.
Profit repatriation surpasses FDI by 28%
The repatriation of foreign exchange in the form of profits and
dividends on FDI surpassed the net FDI inflow by $131Mn (28%) in
5MFY17. SBP data shows that the outflow in the form of profits and
dividends on FDI was $ 591Mn and country received a total FDI of $
460Mn during the same five months.
PPL invests PKR 25Bn to increase gas production in Sindh
Federal Minister for Petroleum and Natural Resources Mr. Shahid
Khaqan while inaugurating the Gas Processing Facility II (GPF-II) of
50 million standard cubic feet per day (mmscfd) at Gambat South
Block has said that PPL has so far invested PKR 25Bn to set up three
gas processing facilities at Gambat, Sindh. The facilities would help
increase gas production and address the issue of gas crisis in the
country.
Significant decline in terror activities
There has been a significant reduction in terror activities in the
country where as many as 31 terrorist attacks took place in 2016
compared with the attacks in 2015. In this regard, statistics of the
National Counter-Terrorism Authority (NACTA) claimed a decline of
80%. Furthermore, according to State Department statistics, there
were a total of 1,009 terrorist attacks in Pakistan in 2015, compared
to 1,823 in 2014, which is a 45% decrease. The total number of
fatalities in the attacks went down by 39% to 1,081 in 2015
compared to 1,761 in 2014.
Pakistan’s first deep-water terminal.
The much-delayed Pakistan’s first deep-water container terminal at
the Karachi Port has eventually entered the final phase of
infrastructure development to welcome mother vessels by mid-April
in 2017. Mother vessels have the capacity to carry 17,000-18,000
containers of 20-foot each. KPT (Karachi Port Trust) has awarded the
dredging contract to Van Oord Dredging and Marine Contractors BV
of the Netherlands for PKR 2.98Bn. Dawn.
Pakistan receives first cargo of better-quality diesel
Pakistan has received from Kuwait the first consignment of
improved-quality diesel that meets Euro-II emission standards. First
PSO cargo that arrived on 6th Jan’16 tested 250 parts per million
(ppm) sulphur content. The govt. has set a new standard of
maximum 500 ppm sulphur content in new diesel compared to
5,000 ppm in the fuel being phased out now. All diesel imports by
any oil marketing company will now be Euro-II and this change has
been made without any increase in the price. The move comes just 2
months after the state-run oil marketing company launched highergrade RON petrol for the first time in Pakistan.
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FBR amends law to bring foreigners into tax net
The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) brought foreign individuals or entities engaged in taxable
business transactions in Pakistan into the tax net by removing a lacuna in a tax law.
According to a report appearing in a section of press, the officials said an amendment was made
into the Income Tax Rules, 2002 this week to bring foreign nationals or companies into the tax net.
The FBR, under the amendment, removed the condition of computerized national identity card
(CNIC) for issuing notices by a Commissioner Inland Revenue to get a foreign person or company,
having taxable income, registered.
“Prior to the amendment, tax authorities were required to mention CNIC in the notice asking a
person to get register,” the official said. “Now, tax officials could ask a foreign national working as
a resident to comply with the local tax laws.”
A FBR official said several domestic companies have been availing services from foreign residents
for a long time and paying them huge sum, but tax authorities have so far failed to bring those
foreign nationals into the tax net.
Similarly, foreign individuals are working as directors on the board of leading companies. Yet, the
authorities are unable to ask them about their source of income in Pakistan. Likewise there were
problems for the tax authorities to bring foreign companies operating in the country into the tax
net due to lacuna in the tax laws.
The official said Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, properly defines resident individual and companies.
As per the ordinance, an individual is present in Pakistan for a period of 183 days or more in a tax
year. Similarly, a foreign company is to be treated as resident company, after it is incorporated or
formed under any law of the country. The tax treatment of foreign entities would be the same as local individual or company, the official added.
The official said unregistered foreign persons or companies would be asked for tax registration, filing of income tax returns and details of transactions under the amendment into the Income Tax Rules, 2002.

FBR makes online clearance compulsory
Tax authorities made it mandatory for all the noncommercial cargoes under the Afghan Trade
Transit Agreement (ATTA) to get clearance from
the customs online system, stepping up efforts to
prevent incidences of misplaced consignments or
pilferage in case of a manual go-ahead, officials
said on Wednesday.
According to media report appearing in a section
of press, the officials said the Federal Board of
Revenue (FBR) made online customs clearance
compulsory for consignments titled diplomatic or
belonging to allied forces under ATTA.
“Now, all the non-commercial cargos under the
Afghan Trade Transit Agreement will be cleared
through the Web-Based One Customs (WeBOC) –
the online clearance portal of the Pakistan
Customs – from January 25,” a customs official
said. “Manual clearance will be seized.”
Sources said various incidences were reported

under the manual system. Cargoes were reported
missing during the transshipment. Some of them
could not reach the destination or pilfered into
Pakistan’s soil.

The official said the quantum of non-commercial
cargos declined over the past few years after
slowdown in activities of Nato-ISAF forces in
Afghanistan. Around 1,190 non-commercial
consignments were cleared during 2015/16 as
against 1,266 in 2014/15. The online submission
of goods declaration for non-commercial cargos
will further reduce the number in the coming
years.

“The pilferage incurred immense revenue losses
to national exchequer as well as the local
industry,” agreed an official.
An official said the online system will provide
security to transit goods cleared for the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (Nato) forces,
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF),
diplomatic missions and the United Nations.
Under the online system, a clearing
agent/consignee will file goods declaration and
mention the person at the other end in
Afghanistan, the official said. This will help in
verifying goods and their destination.

The customs official said the improvement in
anti-smuggling monitoring also prevented the
bogus clearance. The monitoring, however, raised
the number of normal consignments to 61,629 in
2015/16 from 51,601 in the previous year.

The official said a physical presence of a person
was made mandatory for obtaining user ID for

The customs has almost transformed the entire
clearance through Web-Based One Customs

Dr. Irshad
takes over as
new FBR
Chairman
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on Wednesday appointed Dr
Muhammad Irshad as new chairman of the Federal Board of
Revenue (FBR).
The position became vacant after incumbent chairman Nisar Khan
reached the retirement age.
A statement by the Ministry of Finance said Dr Irshad, a BS-22
officer of the Inland Revenue Services (IRS), will look after the
work of the FBR chairman in addition to his own duties as member
operation IRS. This will ensure smooth functioning of the FBR in
the interim, said the statement.
Last year, the Inland Revenue surpassed its target, according to
media reports. While recognising his last year’s performance, the
finance minister has given the additional charge of the FBR
chairman to Dr Irshad.
The outgoing FBR chairman had forwarded the names of three
officers to the finance minister for the top slot. These officials were
Member Policy Rehmatullah Wazir, Director General Investigation
and Intelligence Khwaja Tanveer and Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics Secretary Tariq Pasha.
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Web-Based One Customs system to curb the
fraud chances.

system,
which
is
in-line
with
the
recommendations given by Federal Tax
Ombudsman (FTO) in its report on ‘ISAF
Containers Scam’ in 2011.
“Instead of two parallel systems, the customs
should establish one standard fully automated
customs clearance system for the whole of
Pakistan,” advised the Federal Tax Ombudsman.
The Federal Tax Ombudsman said the misuse of
Afghan transit facility caused revenue losses in
billions of rupees.
“We have worked out the incidence of duties and
taxes at Rs19 billion for the almost four-year
period,” it added.
Federal Tax Ombudsman said the amount appears
to be on the lower side against a perception that
at least 20 percent of an estimated two billion
dollars worth of annual Afghan Transit Trade
through Pakistan could not cross over to
Afghanistan.

Services of Nisar Muhammad
Khan remembered
Glowing tributes have been paid to retired FBR Chairman
Nisar Muhammad at a farewell function arranged by the
Members and officers of FBR in Islamabad.
Special Assistant to Prime Minister on Revenue Senator
Haroon Akhtar Khan also joined the entire senior FBR
management in giving a befitting send-off to Nisar
Muhammad who joined FBR in 1982 as a young CSS
officer and came to occupy the highest office in the
organization through his professional competence,
personal acumen and exemplary leadership skills honed in
an illustrious career spanning over 34 years.
Speaking on the occasion, Senator Haroon Akhtar Khan
described the outgoing chairman as a solid professional
who always led the way in performing the prime duty of
revenue generation and resource mobilization.
He said the Chairman had the ability to not only drive
revenue growth but also ensured a unity of purpose and
highest work ethics during his stewardship of the FBR.
Member Operations and acting Chairman FBR Dr.
Muhammad Irshad also hailed the services of Nisar
Muhammad in providing all-out support to further
modernise and enhance the capacity of Inland Revenue
Service and creating an enabling environment for the
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officers to work optimally for
resource mobilisation.
Speaking on the occasion,
outgoing
Chairman
Nisar
Muhammad thanked his friends
and colleagues in FBR for
giving him a memorable farewell. He said serving FBR was
a great honour and heading the organisation even greater
given the amount of support and cooperation he received
from the entire FBR organisation and particularly the
senior hierarchy which stood behind him in every
endeavour to enhance the revenues and meet the revenue
collection targets. He said he felt grateful to the Almighty
God for all the honours, respect and dignity with which he
was able to complete his tenure in civil service.
Earlier, Member Administration Majid Qureshi, Member
Customs Nasir Masroor and Member HRM Rozi Khan
Burki also spoke on the occasion and paid rich tributes to
Nisar Muhammad. Towards the end, souvenirs, gifts and a
shield were presented to him.

NOTICE FOR RENEWAL OF KCCI MEMBERSHIP
The membership of Karachi Chamber
of Commerce & Industry shall be
renewed for a period of one year
and shall expire on the 31st day of
March 2016, irrespective of the date
of grant of membership.
The KCCI membership is renewable
on annual basis subject to fulfillment of
following conditions, namely:(a) payment of prescribed subscription fee shall not be
later than Friday, 31st of March 2017; and

Mode of Payment:
Payment is accepted through Pay Order, in favor
of Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry

(b) proof of filing of return of income tax and sales tax, if
applicable, for the preceding year.
The renewal fee of membership is Rs. 1,900/-

OR

Bills have already been sent to members on their respective
available addresses. Members can collect duplicate bill
from KCCI premises, if not received.

Cash deposited in Habib Metro at following
branches;

HabibMetro

1. Clifton Branch,
2. Cloth Market Branch,

Cash deposited voucher must be submitted back to the
Membership Department of KCCI, otherwise your
membership will not be renewed.

3. Gulistan-e-Johar Branch,

Those members who have already renewed their
membership, kindly ignore this notice. Members desirous
of seeking any further information are welcome to contact
on Phone Numbers 99218001-9 Ext. 141 or 129, during
office hours.

6. Hyderi Branch,

4. Gulshan-e-Iqbal Branch,
5. Hasrat Mohani Road(Sub Paper)
7. Industrial Area Korangi Branch,
8. Ittehad Branch,
9. Jodia Bazar Branch,
10. Khalid Bin Walid Road Branch,

Secretary General
Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Phone: 021-99218022

11. Landhi Industrial Area Branch,
12. M.A. Jinnah Road Branch,
13. Manghopir Road SITE Branch,
14. Mereweather Branch,
2017
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15. North Karachi Industrial Area Branch,
16. Shahrah-e-Faisal Branch,
17. Shershah Branch

مادا
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Zero percent sales tax
being charged on
kerosene, light diesel
oil: finance minister

Current account deficit
widens by 92pc to $3.58bn

Sindh okays 19 schemes
worth Rs7bn

The Provincial Development Working Party (PDWP) on
Wednesday approved 19 development schemes worth
Rs7.02 billion for Sindh.
The schemes for the current fiscal — in health, food,
local government, public health, engineering, works and
services, and industries — were approved in a PDWP
meeting chaired by Additional Chief Secretary for
Development Muhammad Waseem.

Finance Minister Mohammad Ishaq Dar said that the
government is charging zero percent sales tax on kerosene
and light diesel oil in order to provide relief to poor
consumers.
In a statement in the Senate recently, the minister said, the
government had waived off Rs 13.55 per liter sales tax on
light diesel and Rs 14 per liter on kerosene oil that was being
charged by the previous government.
The minister took exception to some recent statements by
the political leaders and media reports regarding non
provision of the subsidy to consumers on petroleum prices
and said, there is a mechanism for increase or decrease in
petroleum prices.
He said a summary is sent to the Prime Minister through
Ministries of Finance and Petroleum by Oil and Gas
Regulatory keeping in view petroleum prices in international
market as well as petroleum development levy.
He said the present summary sent to the government by the
OGRA had proposed more increase than what the
government has made as we rejected to increase petrol by
Rs 1.70 per liter and high speed diesel by Rs two.
However, he explained that prices of light diesel and
kerosene oil were not increased as these are the fuels of the
poor, he added.
The minister said, the government kept the petroleum prices
stable during last seven months that cost the national kitty
Rs 70 to 80 billion while even under present prices revised
for 15 days, the government would bear extra cost worth Rs
2.75 billion.
He also explained that sales tax on petrol was Rs 14 during
the previous government tenure which has been slashed to
Rs 9.89 during the present government.
Dar said even the previous government could facilitate
consumers by cutting down the sales tax, but they did not do
it. “It is the present government that is bearing burden of
subsidy on petroleum products by keeping the petroleum
prices at the minimum possible”.
He further stated that the government also provided subsidy
to power consumers when the prices of furnace oil
decreased in international market. “Had the previous
government been that much worried about the poor
consumers, it could have decreased the prices in its tenure”.
The minister said when the government provides subsidy to
consumers on petroleum products or other commodities, the
money comes from the social sector development
allocations. “Therefore, the government decided to pass on
the impact of a bit of increase in petroleum prices to the
consumers, so we can also continue with our developmental
activities”.

Pakistan’s current account deficit (CAD) has widened by
over 92 percent to $3.58 billion during first half of current
fiscal year as compared with the deficit of $1.86 billion in
the corresponding half of the last fiscal year, according to
Balance of Payment (BoP) issued by State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP) recently.
The widening of CAD is mainly attributed to increasing
trade deficit and falling workers remittances.
The trade deficit during the period under review ballooned
by 22.22 percent to $14.49 billion as compared with the
deficit of $11.85 billion in the corresponding period of
fiscal year 2014/2015.
Similarly, overseas Pakistani workers remitted $9458.66
million in first six months of fiscal year 2016/2017,
compared with $9688.34 million received during the same
period in the preceding year.
It is worth mentioning that the CAD widened despite
improvement in foreign direct investment (FDI) which was
increased by 10 percent during the period under review.

NTC slaps regulatory
duty on import of
Indian fine yarn
The National Tariff Commission (NTC) has imposed variable
counter regulatory duty on import of fine yarn from India,
which was previously subsidized.
The commission, in a notification issued recently, imposed
a provisional counter duty that varies from Rs26.89 to
Rs55.50 per kilogram on import of fine yarn from different
exporters of India.
The NTC took this action at the behest of the All Pakistan
Textile Mills Association (APTMA) that put the case on
behalf of domestic industry of cotton yarn carded or
combed of 55.5 and above counts (fine cotton yarn).
It is used by weaving mills for the production of cotton
fabrics. The decision was taken after investigations on the
subsidy, which injured the local industry from July 1, 2014
to June 30, 2015 and July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2015,
respectively.
Some importers of Indian fine yarn enjoyed subsidy of up to
10 percent in different duties. The commission imposed the
countervailing duties on subsidised imports of fine yarn
originating in and/or exported from India for a period of
four months effective from January 18, 2017.
“Subsidised imports of the investigated product (fine yarn)
adversely affected market share, sales, profits and
profitability, cash flows, inventories return on investment
and ability to raise capital of the domestic industry,” said
the commission.
Fine cotton yarn imported from other sources (other than
India) and coarse counts of cotton yarn (less than 55.5
counts) imported from all sources would not be subject to
the provisional countervailing duty, said the notification.
However, such provisional duty would not be levied on
imports of the investigated product that were to be used as
inputs in products destined solely for exports and were
covered under any scheme exempting customs duty for
exports.
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The schemes include construction of District Food
Controller (DFC) offices, residences, security towers and
compound walls in various locations of Hyderabad and
Mirpurkhas Division worth Rs418 million, a 50-bed
Medical and Surgical ICU and expansion of Casualty
OPD Department at CMC Hospital in Larkana worth
Rs295m, rehabilitation and improvement of urban
Drainage Scheme in Shikarpur worth Rs506m.
Construction of various roads in UC Taluka Naseerabad,
Kambhar, Warah and Miro Khan worth Rs809m.
Ten schemes were approved for Local Government
including reconditioning of roads from Super Highway to
Lasi Goth Karachi worth Rs99m, from Safora Goth to
Malir Cantonment Gate 5 and 6, Karachi worth Rs200m
and from Habib University to Safora Goth, Karachi worth
Rs99m.

KPT to deliver
goods only to
bonafide agents
Karachi Port Trust (KPT) has said that it will deliver
cargo to the bonafide consignee/clearing agents in
conformity with the documents and not to the
strangers.
In a letter to customs clearing agents, the KPT said that
it had been reported that after issuance of delivery
order (DO) by shipping agents to clearing and
forwarding agents firms, the GD customs is filed and
KPT’s charges are paid.
However, at the time of delivery, it has been noticed
that the unconcerned clearing agent representative
whose name is not mentioned in the documents,
approach KPT to take the delivery of the said
consignment which is not covered under the rules and
procedures and is in contravention of the bailment and
the terms of BL.
According to law, the cargo is to be delivered to the
bonafide consignee / clearing agents in conformity
with the documents and not to the strangers.
The port authorities advised the clearing and
forwarding agents to proceed accordingly and such
practice not covered under the rules and procedure
should be stopped and if required the practically and
legally in order proposal may be forwarded to this
office for examining / consideration.

Foreign direct investment increases
by over 10pc during first half
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) of the country has
increased by over 10 percent to $1.08 billion during
first half of current fiscal year against $978 million in
the same half of the last fiscal year, according to data
issued by State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) recently.

The inflows under FDI have down by 9.9 percent to
$1.31 billion as compared with $1.46 billion in the
period under review. The outflows, however, fell more
sharply by 51 percent to $238 million as against $486
million.
The total foreign investment increased by 11.4 percent
during the period to $826 million during July-December
2016 as compared with $741 million in the
corresponding period of fiscal year 2015/2016.
The portfolio investment in equity market fell
by 7.4 percent to $237 million as
against $254 million.

Valuation Ruling Received From
Directorate General of Customs Valuation, Custom House, Karachi
For Further Details: Kindly contact Mr. Saqib Good Luck (Chairman, Customs, Valuation,
Import & Anti-Smuggling Sub-Committee 2016-17) through Email on msaqibgoodluck@gmail.com
S. No. Date

VR No.

Meeting for the Determination of Customs Values of

H.S. Code

1

05-Jan-17

1002/2017

Determination of Customs values of Disposable Foam Cups
under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

3924.1000,

2

05-Jan-17

1003/2017

Determination of Customs values of Polyster/Acrilic Pile Fabric
for Blankets 225 GSM & Above under Section 25-A of
Customs Act, 1969.

6001.9290

3

6-Jan-17

1004/2017

Determination of Customs values of Shoe Adhesive under
Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

3506.9110

4

09-Jan-17

1006/2017

Determination of Customs values of Broom Stick under
Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

1404.9041, 1404.9049,

5

11-Jan-17

1007/2017

Determination of Customs values of Artificial Jewellery under
Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

7117.1900, 7117.9000,

6

11-Jan-17

1008/2017

Determination of Customs values of School Bags, Briefcases,
Laptop Bags under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

4202.1190, 4202.1290

7

11-Jan-17

1009/2017

Determination of Customs values of Cheese under Section
25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

8

12-Jan-17

1010/2017

Determination of Customs values of PVC hose pipe under
Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

9

13-Jan-17

1011/2017

Determination of Customs values of Tubular Needle, Disposbale
Surgical Needles Sterlize and Disposable Veterinary Metal Needle
Sterlized under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

10

13-Jan-17

1012/2017

Determination of Customs values of Disiccted Coconut under
Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

0801.1100

11

16-Jan-17

1013/2017

Determination of Customs values of Glass Tubing for Ampules
under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

7002.3910

12

13-Jan-17

1014/2017

Determination of Customs values of Dates under Section
25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

13

20-Jan-17

1015/2017

Determination of Customs values of Citric Acid under Section
25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

2918.1400, 3920.4300

14

20-Jan-17

1016/2017

Determination of Customs values of Peanut Butter under Section
25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

2008.1900

15

23-Jan-17

1016- A/2017

Determination of Customs values of Tractor Parts under Section
25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

8409.9910, 8409.9920, 8413.3020, 8483.1011,
8484.1021, 8708.9310, 8483.3010, 8483.1019

16

23-Jan-17

1017/2017

Determination of Customs values of Mosquito (Ployester / Nylon}
Knitted Dyed Net Fabric under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

6304.9200, 6304.9900, 5804.1000, 6006.3200,
6004.9000, 6006.3200. 6005.3110, 5608.1900,
6304.9200, 6304.9900, 5804, 1000

17

23-Jan-17

1018/2017

Determination of Customs values of Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulphate,
Sodium Lauryl Sulphate under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

3402.1190

18

24-Jan-17

1019/2017

Determination of Customs values of Latex Rubber Threads
under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

19

25-Jan-17

1020/2017

Determination of Customs values of New & Used Jute Bags
under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

20

26-Jan-17

1021/2017

Determination of Customs values of Medical Items / Equipments
under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

21

27-Jan-17

1022/2017

Determination of Customs values of Gas / Cigarette Lighters
under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

22

30-Jan-17

1023/2017

Determination of Customs values of Ethyle Acetate, Methyle Acetate
& Sec- Butyl Acetate under Section 25-A of Customs Act, 1969.

28

0406.3000, 0406.2000, 0406.1010, 0406.9000,
0406.3000, 0406.4000
3917.2100, 3917.2200, 3917.2300, 3917.2900,
3917.3990
9018.3200

0804.1010

4007.0010, 4007.0090,
6305.1000
3005.9090, 6307.9090, 9018.3960, 9018.3200,
9018.3990, 9018.9090
9613.1000
2915.3100, 2915.3940, 2915.3930
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KARACHI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY
(January 17)
Economic Scenario of Spain
The Spanish economy is considered to be the fourth largest in the Euro area. However
the country faced serious recessionary pressures during the period of 2008 – 2013
after maintaining above average GDP growth and stable macroeconomic conditions
for almost 15 years. Among other reasons, longterm loans, building market crash,
bankruptcy of major companies, and a high levels of unemployment were the
important ones for the economy hitting snags. However, with the help of a fiscal
stimulus and an easy monetary policy, Spain’s economy bounced back in 2014 and
attained great economic recovery after experiencing downturn. Furthermore, lower
energy and oil prices also facilitated the economy in its recovery process. The similar
economic policies are expected to be followed in the upcoming years in order to gain
back the grounds as it was prior to recession. The country is reaping the rewards and
is benefiting from the reforms that it put in place in response to the financial crisis in
terms of making tough labor market reforms. Similarly, the authorities are also taking
steps to shore up the banking system. In seven years, huge economic activity has
been recorded in the manufacturing sector. Owing to this, the country is again
becoming a mainstay of Eurozone growth.
Key Industries of Spain
Key Industries of Spain include textiles, apparel, food and beverages, metals and
metal manufactures, chemicals, shipbuilding, automobiles, machine tools, tourism,
clay and refractory products, footwear, pharmaceuticals, medical equipment.
Spain's major trading commodities and partners
Major export partners of Spain are France, Germany, Italy, Portugal and UK. The
country's main import partners include France, Germany, Italy, China, Netherlands and
UK.
Economic Relations between Pakistan and Spain
Pakistan and Spain enjoy cordial and friendly ties. Pakistanis form the largest Asian
immigrant community in Spain. There are about 70,000 Pakistanis in Spain. The
second generation Pakistanis are Spanish. Pakistan has an embassy in Madrid and a
consulate-general in Barcelona. Spain has its embassy in Islamabad and honorary
consulates in Karachi and Lahore.
Bilateral Trade Relations between Pakistan and Spain
Spain is the 3rd largest trading partner of Pakistan in Europe. During Fiscal Year 2016,
Pakistan exported goods to Spain of worth $ 790.44Mn as against exports of $
788.35Mn in Fiscal Year 2015 showing increase of 0.26%. Pakistan's import from
Spain totaled $ 210.74Mn as against imports of $ 123.68Mn in FY15 showing incline
of 70%. The bilateral trade can grow manifold between the two countries. Pakistan is
still a very new market for Spain and most of the investors only get the right
impression after visiting the country themselves. The energy sector remains the focus
for Spain in Pakistan. Spanish companies are setting up plants of renewable energy in
Sindh.
Potential for enhancing bilateral trade between Spain and Pakistan
-

Spain, being one of the world’s leading countries in the development and
production of renewable energy, solar power and wind energy, can help Pakistan
to overcome its energy crisis through technology transfer.

-

Spanish investors have a strong opportunity to invest in the energy sector as
Pakistan is looking for solutions to alleviate its energy problems, - Spanish
companies can materialise their cooperation in the telecommunication sector of
Pakistan as well.

-

Cooperation to enhace exports can be materialized in the areas of textiles,
banking, transportation, construction, tourism and dairy products as Pakistan is
one of the largest producer of milk.

-

There is a strong potential to improve bilateral trade while effectively utilizing the
advantage of GSP Plus status of EU to Pakistan.

-

Trade cooperation can be enhanced in the areas of fashion textiles, banking,
shipping, transportation, pharmaceutical, dairy and fruits.
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NADRA FACILITATION
CENTRE AT KCCI

National Database & Registration
Authority
(NADRA)
has
gained
international recognition for its success
in providing solutions for identification,
e-governance and secure documents
that deliver multi-pronged goals of
facilitating
the
public.
In-depth
Research and Development efforts have
enabled NADRA to become the
trailblazer in the area of Software
Integration, Data Warehousing, Network
Infrastructure Development and Project
Management.
NADRA Facilitation Centre has been
established at KCCI to facilitate the
members of the Karachi Chamber in
matters related to CNIC.
This facilitation centre is authorized for
issuing the NADRA Smart Card to the
members of the Karachi Chamber. KCCI
members can submit their NIC
application forms and collect their
NADRA Smart Cards in a hassle free
environment without standing in long
queue.

Talk of the Month
government pays attention to our
requests.
Now let me brief you about
Karachi Chamber’s activities. I
recently participated in All
Pakistan Chambers’ Presidents’
Conference held in Bhurban
which was hosted by the
Rawalpindi
Chamber
of
Commerce and Industry. In this
conference, I vocally highlighted
Karachi Chamber’s stance and
our concerns over the massive
discretionary powers granted to
FBR officers even at lower level,
besides stressing the need to
make collective efforts for
creation of an enabling, costeffective and business friendly
atmosphere.

of Karachi and accordingly give
recommendations for resolving
the same on priority basis. In this
regard, Waseem Akhtar nominated
Deputy Mayor KMC Dr. Arshad
Vohra as focal person for KMCKCCI Liaison Committee whereas
at least four to five representatives
from Karachi Chamber will also be
part of the said committee.
Furthermore,
an
important
delegation
from
PakistanAfghanistan Joint Committee also
visited the Chamber to look for
ways and means of how to
improve people-to-people and
business-to-business
contacts
between the two countries which
would surely help in dealing with
descending trade volume.

Some other important meetings
with dignitaries from diplomatic
corps were also held during the
Chairman of Pakistan Tehreek-e- month in which trade related
Insaf Imran Khan along with MNA matters were discussed in detail.
Arif Alvi and Imran Ismail visited
Karachi Chamber of Commerce In the end, I would like to assure
and Industry to exchange views that KCCI, being the leading voice
on matters of mutual interest.
of the business and industrial
community of Karachi, will
Moreover, Mayor of Karachi continue to try its best to minimize
Metropolitan Corporation (KMC) the grievances being faced by
Waseem Akhtar along with businessmen and industrialists by
Deputy Mayor KMC Dr. Arshad raising voice at all available
Vohra also visited the Karachi platforms against any antiChamber. In response to KCCI's business policies.
suggestion, the honorable Mayor
agreed to form a liaison Sincerely Yours
committee between KMC and
KCCI to look into the civic issues Shamim Ahmed Firpo

ENCNEC approves six
projects worth Rs48
billion
A meeting of the Executive Committee of the National Economic
Council (ECNEC) has approved six projects, worth over Rs48
billion, for energy, health and education sectors.
The ECNEC meeting chaired recently by Finance Minister Ishaq
Dar has approved the project ''Revival of Forestry Resources in
Pakistan'' under Green Pakistan Program at an estimated cost
of Rs3.652 billion.
The meeting was informed that the project aims at plantation of
indigenous and fast growing local tree species along
canal/road sides in Punjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Sindh,
while olive, Kikar and Phulai forests in Kala Chitta, Pabbi Rasul
and Fort Monroe areas of Punjab, mangrove forest in Sindh and
juniper forest in Balochistan. The project also envisages
plantation in GB and AJK to check erosion.
The ECNEC also approved Expanded Program of Immunization
(EPI) for Balochistan at a total cost of Rs4.998 billion with
foreign exchange component (FEC) Rs713.93 million. The
meeting also approved Expanded Program of Immunization
(EPI) for Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Sindh Immunization Support
Program (SISP). The KP EPI has been approved at the cost of
Rs6.493 billion including foreign exchange component of
Rs1.26 billion while SISP at a total cost of Rs8.048 billion
including foreign FEC Rs2.730 billion.
The meeting requested Finance Division to release
development funds for already approved 1230MW (Gross)
Combined Cycle Power Plant at Haveli Bahadur Shah and
1223MW (Gross) Combined Cycle Power Plant at Balloki.
The meeting of the ECNEC approved Higher Education
Commission’s proposal of PhD Scholarship Program under USPakistan Knowledge Corridor (phase-1) at a rationalized cost of
Rs18.810 billion including FEC Rs17.714 billion. The meeting
was informed that under the segment of US-Pakistan
Knowledge Corridor, the HEC will send 1,500 PhD students to
the top ranking US universities.
The ECNEC directed the HEC to ensure participation of
students/scholars from all over the country on merit. The
ECNEC also approved HEC proposal for establishment of subcampuses of public sector universities at district level at a
rationalized cost of Rs5.206 billion. The meeting also approved
the compliance report on Neelum-Jhelum Hydroelectric Project
with the direction to WAPDA to formulate proper policy
guidelines in the light of the Ministry of Water & Power’s
recommendations and adhere to timelines.

Working hours for the NADRA
facilitation centre are from 10.00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m.
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KCCI Office
Bearers
congratulate
Majyd Aziz on
becoming
President EFP
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President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Shamim
Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar and Vice President
KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro have congratulated Majyd Aziz, Former
President KCCI on his unanimous election as President of Employers
Federation of Pakistan (EFP).

For Tariff and Advertisements

Ms. Nida Aman, (Secretary-Event Management)
Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry
through email on nida.aman@kcci.com.pk
or on telephone number 99218001-09 Ext 118

In a statement issued, KCCI Office Bearers said that the Karachi Chamber
strongly believes that the new global economic environment necessitates
a revisit of Human Resources sector as now the emphasis is on a new
definition of future work, adhering sincerely to corporate governance,
formulating social policy as per international conventions, and
strengthening the linkages between employers and workers.

For further details write to:
Aiwan-e-Tijarat Road,
Karchi (Pakistan)
P.O. Box 4158 Karachi - 74700
Tel: 92-21-99218001-5
Fax: 92-21-99218010
E-mail: info@kcci.com.pk
URL: www.kcci.com.pk

They were fairly optimistic that under the leadership of Majyd Aziz, the
EFP would address all relevant issues that impact on employment
generation, enhancement in the export regime, and lobbying for
fundamental amendments in the various labor laws and labor initiatives.
KCCI will continue to fully support EFP and play its own role in developing
a closer nexus since the objectives are common, and highly required if
Pakistan wants a formidable role in the global marketplace, they added.
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